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"IF YOU EVER WRITE A BOOK, PUT ME IN I'J? 

Charles, 
the night I followed you tightroping 

the white line in the street, 
bullfighting a bus, 

driving it up on the curb, 
I thought you were drunk 

or kidding. 
I parked my car, 

bied to talk you down, 
hut follow you into the chapel 

I would not. 

Then it was as if a strobe 
stopped the candlestick 

in time, stopped 
the stained glass 

shattering in place 
in air. 

You were wrecking the place with a chair. 

I ran hapless for help. 
You came quietly 

smiling, stronger 
than the ten of us- 

that night all n i ~ h t  >-on did pull-ups 
in a Newark jail. 

They shocked it out of you, 
you went back, they shocked it out of you again, 
back again, back 

and forth, in, out 
in a nod of drugs. 

Finally they kept you. Six months 
later you were dead, 

choked to death 
swallowing a spoon. 
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Charles, 
what phylum, what class 

the insect? 
something born in a drain? 

climbing out of a drain? 
What animal? 

hindclaws sunk in your nape, 
forepaws clutched in your eyesockets, 

hunkered wetbellp over your skull, 
invisible, 

worn like a hat? 
And how did it get in? 

through what hole, what porch, 
which ear? 

Now I want to know everything 
that conspired to put you here, 

in the book in the brain 
in my skull, 

that sent you furious, mean quixote 
to church for a fight, 

that puts the sane man today 
in tomorrow's news 

hiving 
into the heart of his son or his wife 

a nail with a steak-knife- 

Charles, 
once I thought every word a celebration, 

a gift. What made me think 
I could trade your death 
for a metaphor? 

The little I know 
of your life was all plot, 

no insight, 
there's the terror, 

Charles, 
more the pity for you the terror of you- 

This is the book. It ends in the dark. 
WULIAM Z~ANU 

[ 3 I 
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BEYOND THE BELL JAR: WOMEN POETS IN 
TRANSITION 

MARJORIE PERLOFF 

What, if anything, distinguishes contemporary poetry written by 
women from that of men? I t  is, to say the least a vexing question. The 
usual answer is that Women's Poetry" has given us a new subject 
matter. In a recent anthology called We Become A'eio: Poem by Con- 
temporary American Women, the co-editor, Lucille Iverson says: "Fem- 
inist poetry springs from and speaks about the intimate and personal 
lives of women-lives which before now, having been considered trivial 
and of no importance, were seldom documented, or at the very most, 
were interpreted by men and from their perspective." The feminist voice 
is therefore "the clear and articulate voiw of revolution and change." 
Of necessity, it is often an "angr?." voice. exposing "the injustice of 
women's secondary caste and position." but also describing "the slow, 
painful metamorphosis toward a new self-identity." One of its hallmarks 
is "a newly defined women's eroticism," a candid pohayal of actnal 
sexual experience, rejectins such male stereotypes of women as the God- 
dess, the Muse, the compliant victim. the Bitch, the Belle D'ame Sans 
MerciL 

This is a good summan. of the typical themes found in current fem- 
inist poetry, but I wonder how far such subject classifications take us, 
for their underl*ng assumption seems to be, quite simply, that any 
woman who writes about these pressing issues, in some kind of verse, 
may be considered a part. Secondly, and more important, subject classi- 
fications ignore the plain fact that many women poets do not write from 
an overtly feminist perspective-for example, Elizabeth Bishop, Mona 
Van Duyn, Josephine \files. Barbara Guest, Louise Gluck, Daphne Mar- 
latt, Bernadette Xlayer. The new feminist anthologies often exclude 
women like Gertrude Stein, H.D., or Marianne Moore on the grounds 
that these poets do not "write about their lives as women.""urely such 
exclusion is ultimatcly absurd: what can one say of an anthology called 

1 Lucille Iverson, Preface, We Become New: Poems by Cwrtemporan~ American 
Women, ed. Lucille Iverson and Kathryn Ruby (New York: Bantam Books, 1975), 
pp. Idx-xx. 

2ThlS argument is advanced by Florence Howe in her Introduction to No 
More Mosbl An Anthology of Poems by Wwnen, edited Florence Howe and Ellen 
Bass (New York: Douhleday Anchor Bwks, 1973), p. 7. No More Masks does 
include five poems by Stein and two by Moore, hut Florence Howe is evplaining 
why the two poets get relatively so little coverage. 
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BEYOND The Bell Jar 

Psyche, the Feminine Poetic Consci~usness,~ that ignores the existence of 
Gertrude Stein, one of the great writers of our century? 

But if not subject matter, what then distinguishes today's women 
poets from their male counterparts? Or is there, in fact, no difference? 
In puzzling over these questions, I have conducted the following ex- 
periment. I have taken pairs of contemporary poems on the same sub- 
ject-say, a tr&c jam in New York, or a journey through the Yucatan, 
or the plight of the Vietnamese war orphans--one by a man, the other 
by a woman, and asked students and colleagues to guess which is which. 
In devising such a test, one must, of course, take great pains to avoid 
poems on "give away" subjects like Anne Sexton's "For my Lover, Re- 
turning to his Wife," or Adrienne Rich's "Trying to Talk with a Man." 
To my surprise, I found that most readers identify the sex of the poet 
correctly, even though they may be hard put to account for their choice. 
Perhaps, then, women poets of the past decade or so really do write a 
different kind of poetry from that of men. In this essay, I want to sug- 
gest one possible f m a l  (as opposed to thematic) distinction between 
the two, and to speculate on ik sources. 

My first text is a recent poem called "Tirade" by Honor Moore, in- 
cluded in We Become New (1975). This poem revolves around a single 
extended metaphor: the woman who speaks is a plant; her lover a gar- 
dener who wants to trim her luxurious growth, to turn her into a nice 
clipped hedge, "geometric like an English manor garden." The poem's 
metaphoric statement (A-B) can be divided neatly into tenor and ve- 
hicle, like one of those copy-book exercises given to students in the 
heyday of Brooks and Warren: 

TIRADE: the metaphysical conceit 
plant is woman 
gardener is lover 

SUBMETAPHORS: 

VEHICLE TENOR 
1. trimmed hedge 1. passion suppressed 
2. "plant bulbs for spring and gas 2. keep your other options open, 

insects" engage in destructive behavior 
3. "geometric 1 i k e an English 3. compliant, submissive, pretty, 

manor garden" restrained 

Psyche, The Feminine Poetic Consciousness, An Anthology of Modem A m &  
urn Women Poets, ed. Barbara Segnitz and Carol Rainey (New York: Dell Publish- 
ing Co., 1973). This anthology includes Emily Dicldnson, Elinor Wylie, and Marianne 
Moore, but not Gertrude Stein. 
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VEHICLE 
4. "the kingdom will band together 

and rise up" 
5. "Bees from behind, wasps from 

above, snakes to poison, thorns 
to puncture" 

6. "your never-mourned s h a v e  d 
English grave" 

7. "Keep / keeping y o u r nails 
clipped . . . clipping your hair, 
slipping away in machine-cut 
rhythm" 

8. "my hedgerow" 
9. "eyes invisible, roots/ under- 

ground, my leaves drowninq in 
sunlight. I Drunk from rain. 
I grow" 

TENOR 
4. repressed emotions will erupt 
5. sexual retaliation, the drawing 

uipon secret sources of power 
6. your taken for granted, de- 

prived sex object; or, the death 
of our relationship 

7. keep on in your conventionaI 
routine, your complacent 'love- 
makin?" 

3. m!. true self 
9. tappin2 hidden sources of fe- 

male stren,@ and power, and 
6nclins a new life pulse within, 
I crow. 

'I x~on't stay in line forevep 

Diagrammed this may, "Tirade" strikes one as an oddly compli- 
cated way of making a very simple statement: "Stop trying to put me 
down, misterl" The elaborate network of analogies used does little to 
enrich this central theme. to give it emotional resonance, to capture 
the immediacy of the situation. or to make us care why this particular 
love affair has gone sour. Indeed, the garden metaphor remains un- 
convincing because it is not plausible on the literal level; plants that 
are pruned and cut back, we all know, grow faster than those that are 
left alone. One is left wondering what will happen when those bulbs 
the gardener planted come up in the spring. 

In reading "Tirade," I cannot help feeling that Moore herself does 
not believe in her own metaphysical conceit, that there is, in fact, 
nothing behind it. And this leads me to some larger speculations on met- 
aphor, speculations I can only touch on here. The use of metaphor, I 
would argue, is not just a matter of personal stylistic preference; the 
metaphoric mode presupposes the central assumption that the making 
of analogies is a vaIid enterprise. In terms of period style, we associate 
this mode with the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The Elizabethan 
equation of the king and the son, the Metaphysical comparisons of 
eyes to globes, faces to maps, the soul to a dew drop, the priest in a 
state of grace to a stained-glass window, illuminated by sunshine, or 
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BEYOND The Bell Jar 7 

again, Marvell's use of a real English garden, inhabited by "th' indus- 
trious bee" and boasting a sundial made of "herbs and flowers" as a 
complex metaphor for his own version of the Earthly Paradiseall  
these tropes depend, directly or indirectly, upon the belief in an orderly 
universe, a world viewed as a vast interlocking system of analogies. 

But with the gradual loss of faith in the Great Chain of Being, the 
human capacity to make valid comparisons between seemingly dis- 
similar things, to construct logical arguments, as did Donne, to prove 
that lovers are, in fact, very much like holy anchorites, began to be 
questioned. Romantic nature imagery, as W. K. Wimsatt was perhaps the 
first to demonstrate,4 no longer involves statements of identity (A=B); 
the feat is, rather, to read meanings into the landscape, to absorb the 
tenor into the vehicle so that metaphor is gradually replaced by the 
symbolic image. And despite the wave of neo-metaphysical poetry that 
appeared in the 1930's and 40's when Eliot's version of Donne had such 
a powerful influence on poets like Allen Tate, John Crowe Ransom, or 
Stanley Kunitz, today, at a time when even the Symbolist aesthetic 
has largely lost its force and is increasingly giving way to what is often 
called the Poetics of Radical Presence or Immanence," to a poetry char- 
acterized by figures of contiguity (metonymic transfer) rather than 
similarity (metaphor, simile, symbol), the fonnal metaphoric equation 
of the sort we find in "Tirade," with its neat divisibility into tenor and 
vehicle, strikes one as increavingly anachronistic. 

What does all this have to do with women's poetry? It would 
he grossly unfair to suggest that "Tirade" is a typical "women's 
poem," but it does represent, in extreme form, an interesting 
phenomenon. Consider, merely as a point of reference, important male 
poets as various as Allen Ginsberg, Robert Creeley, Galway Kinnell, 
Gary Snyder, Frank O'Hara, Robcrt Bly, John Ashbery, and James 
Wright. For the purpose of objectivity, all these poets are represented 
in A. J. Poulin's widcly used anthology, Contemporary Amedcan Poety,B 
and since we are dealing with the period 1960L1975, I include only those 
poets born after 1920. Even a cursory look at these texts makes clear 
that the male poets under consideration use traditional metaphor very 

4 See 'The Shcture of Romantic Nahrre Imagery," in The Verbal Icon, Studies 
in the Meuninp of PO&J (1954; ~ p t  New York: Noonday Press, 1958), pp. 103-116. 

6 See J. Hillis Miller, Poets of Reality, Slx Twentieth-Century Writem (1965; 
rpt. Atheneum, 1969), pp. 1-12: Charles Altieri, "From Symbolist Thought to 
Immanence: The Ground of Postmodem American Poetics," Boundary 2, 1 (Spring 
1973), 805-37. 

0 Second Edition (Boston: Houghton M&, 1975). The following women are 
included in this anthology: Gwendolyn Brwks, Denise Levertov, Sylvia Plath, 
Adrieme Rich, and Anne Sexton. 
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sparingly, favoring what has been called the "presentational image" 7- 
the image that arrests our attention by its sense of authentic presence 
rather than by its place in an analogical framework. In O'Hara's "The 
Day Lady Died," for example, "the muggy street beginning to sun" is a 
literal image, establishing the mood of this elegy for Billie Holiday; the 
sun is not compared to anything else. The same holds true for the snow 
in Bly's poem or the "coffee cake and biscuit" in Snyder's. 

Women poets, on the other hand. continue to favor the metaphoric 
mode as if Williams had never written Spring and All, which is the cen- 
tral iduence on Creeley's "The Window" and Snyder's 'Things to do 
around a Lookout," as if Pound had never given us the ideogrammic 
mode of the Cantos, which stands behind the texts of Ginsberg and 
O'Hara, as if the French Surrealists had never developed their poetics 
of dream-logic, of hallucinatory vision in which the poet's "I" becomes, 
in Rimbaud's famous words, somebody eke-a poetics that looks ahead 
to the irrational juxtapositions of Ashbejs "Chateau Hardware" as well 
as to the "deep image" poetry of Bly, Wright, and Kinnell. 

How did this curious split between form and content, between an 
essentially ~etrograde lyric mode and a revolutionary subject matter 
come about? There can be no easy answer to this question, but surely 
the split has something to do with the expectations that have governed 
lyric poetry by women from the time of Emily Dickinson to our own. 
As recently as 1961, Theodore Roethke prefaced a complimentary re- 
view of Louise Bogan's poetry with the following comment: 

Two of the charges most frequently levelled against poetry by 
women are lack of range-in subject matter, in emotional tone- 
and lack of a sense of humor. And one could in individual instances 
among writers of real talent, add other aesthetic and moral short- 
comings: the spinning-out; the embroidering of trivial themes; a 
concern with the mere surfaces of life . . . hiding from the real 
agonies of the spirit; refusing to face up to what existence is; lyric 
or religious posturing; running between the boudoir and the altar, 
stamping a tiny foot against God; or lapsing into a sententiousness 
that implies that the author has reinvented integrity. . . .8 

7 See, for example, J. Hillis Miller, Poets of Reality, Chapter VII, 'William Carlos 
Williams," passim, esp. pp. 309-310; Hugh Kenner, Chapter 3, "Something to 
Say," A Hmnemnde Wo~ld, The American Mod- Wrrters (New York: Abed A. 
Knopf, 1975). pp. 50-90. 

sYThe Poetry of L o d e  Bogan" (1981); rpt in On the Poet and his Craft, 
Selected Prose of Theodore Roethke, ed. Ralph J. Mills, Jr. (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1965), pp. 133-134. 
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BEYOND The Bell Jar 

We can dismiss this as just another male chauvinist putdown on 
the part of a poet who, ironically enough, earned his living for a nurn- 
ber of years by teaching Bennington girls how to write poetry. Yet there 
is a grain of truth in Roethke's characterization of the Woman Poet. 
One thinks of Edna St. Vincent Millay, that legendary Bohemian girl- 
poet of the twenties, a poet who could write in 1927, the year Williams 
published 'Young Sycamore," the following lines: 

I could not ever nor can I to this day 
Acquaint you with the triumph and the sweet rest 
These hours have brought to me and always bring,- 
Rapture, coloured like the wild hird's neck and wing, 
Comfort, sofiter than the feathers of its breast. 
Always, and even now, when I rise to go, 
Your eyes blaze out from a face gone wickedly pale; 
I try to tell you what I would have you know,- 
What peace it was; you cry me down; YOU sconrge me 

with a salty flail; 
You will not have it so. 

-from '%rtraitt' O 

lering of 
was educ 
.. . 

Here is the "spinning out; the embroil trivial themes" 
Roethke speaks of. Edna St. Vincent Millay :ated at Vassar; 
she knew many of the leading poets and artists of her day; yet she could 
talk quite seriously of "Rapture, coloured like the wild bird's neck and 
wing." Even more remarkably, a critic no less than Edmund Wilson, 
who had been the poet's lover, could write in his 1952 memoir of Millay: 
"It is hard to know how to compare her to Eliot or Auden or Yeats-it 
would be even harder to compare her to Pound. There is always a 
certain incommensnrahility bctween men and women writers. But she 
does have in common with the first three of these that, in giving supreme 
expression to profoundly felt personal experience, she was able to . . . 
stand forth as a spokesman for the human spirit." This oddly patroniz- 
ing remark gives us some sense of what was expected-or not expected- 
of women poets in the twenties and thirties. Imagine Edmund Wilson 
saying such things about comparable poetry written by a man! 

The example of Edna St. Vincent Millay puts into perspective a 
remark Sylvia Plath, who has been the dominant influence on women 

9 Cited by Edmund Wilson in 'Epilogue, 1952: Edna St. Vincent Millay," in 
The Shores of  Light, A liter an^ Chronicle of  the Twenties and Thi~ties (New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Young, Inc., 1952), pp. 773-74). 

10 Wilson, Shores of Light, p. 752. 
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poets of the sixties and early seventies, was to make exactly thirty years 
after the publication of Millay's "Portrait." In a letter to her brother 
Warren, dated June 11, 1958, Sylvia Plath wrote: "My main difficulty 
has been overcoming a clever, too brittle and glossy feminine tone, and 
I am gradnally getting to speak 'straight out,' and of real experience, 
not just in metaphorical conceits." l1 

This is an acute self-judgement. Plath's earliest poems like "Frog 
Autumn" or "Snakecharmer" are, most critics agree, excessively man- 
nered, playing clever games with highly patterned stanza forms and 
elaborate metaphysical conceits. But even after 1958, Plath had a tend- 
ency to exploit gratuitous metaphor as a kind of smokescreen for her 
true feelings. "Heavy Women," &st published in Poetr!y in 1962,12 is a 
case in point. The carefully executed image of pregnant women is an 
ingenious performance but not much more. The poem's string of meta- 
phors (the woman-with-child is born anew like Venus rising from the 
sea; her stomach is shaped like a huge bell; her mind meditates %e- 
voutly as the Dutch bulb, forming its twenty petals") culminates in 
the explicit comparison of the pre,pant woman to the Virgin Mary, 
"bearing down with the straw" in the miracle of birth awaited by the 
"wise ,grey men." The complicated analogies seem clever a t  a first read- 
ing, but ultimately the poem presents a kind of greeting card version 
of pregnancy in the abstract, pregnancy as the "happy time of waiting," 
as the baby magazines say, for "the knock of the small, new heart." 
"Heavy Women" never explores its subject seriously, never tries to con- 
vey the poet's own feelings about being pregnant a t  a particular moment 
in time in a particular place. The experience is carefully distanced by 
third-person pronouns. The poem exemplifies what Roethke calls "lyric or 
religious posturing," a refusal "to face up to what existence is." 

Sylvia Plath's poetic triumph was that in the !ha1 terrible months 
of her life when she wrote the Ariel poems, she was able to overcome 
what she called 'a  clever, too brittle, and glossy feminine tone"; she did 
learn "to .speak straight out, and of real experience." The famous poem 
"TnIips"l3 provides a good illustration of this advance. 

Interestingly, "Tulips" contains at least as many metaphors, similes, 
and comeits as do P1ath"s earlier poems, but now they are related di- 
reotly to the visionaly experience of the poet herself. Note that unlike 
I-Ionor Moore, Plath gives us both parts of the metaphoric equation (A 
B);  we need not infer the tenor from the vehicle. This is, as I shall by 

11 Letters Home, Cowe~ondence 1950-63, selected and edited with a Com- 
rnentaly by Amelia Schober Plath (New York: Harper & Row, 19711, p. 343. 

l2Crossing the Water (New York: Harper and Row, 1971), p. 9. 
13Ariel (New York: Harper md Row, 1066), pp. 10-12. 
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BEYOND The Bell Jar 11 

to show below, an important difference. But fist, let me diagram the 
metaphors in "Tulips": 

VEHICLE TENOR 
1. snowy winter landscape 1. white hospital world 
2. "Like an eye between two 2. "my head between the pillow 

white lids that will not shut" and the sheet-cuF 
3. "the way gulls pass inland" 3. "The nurses pass and pass" 
4. 'a pebble" 4. "My body" 
5. water tending "to the pebbles 5. nurses tending my body 

it must run over' 6. the "baggage" or props of 
6. the "baggage"-"My patent everyday life-memories and 

leather overnight case" emotions 
7. "little smiling hooks" 7. smiles of husband and child 
8. "a thirty-year old cargo boat" 8. poet-patient at thirty 
9. nun 9. anaesthetized poet in post- 

10. shutting one's mouth on a operative state 
Communion tablet 10. absorbing the total peaceful- 

11. bloody wound ness of one's surroundings 
12. "white swaddlings" 11. red tulip 
13. awfd baby breathing 12. gift paper 
14. "A dozen red lead sinkers 13. tulip 

round my neck" 14. tulips 
15. "a cut-paper shadow" 15. poet-patient 
16. living creatures who turn, 16. tulips 

watch, have eyes, "eat my ox- 17. air snags and eddies round the 
ygen," make a Soud noise" tulips 

17. "the way a river/Snags and 18. tulips 
eddies round a sunken rust-red 19. opening of the tulip petals 
engine" 20. "my heart" 

18. dangerous animals in the zoo 21. salt tears 
19. opening of mouth of "some 22. health 

great African cat" 
20. "bowl of red blooms" 
21. ocean water 
22. "a country far away" 

By sheer numerical count, there are at least twenty-two separate 
similes or metaphors within the space of sixty-three lines. But in 'Tulips," 
these individual figures blur (note how frequently the word "tulips" 
appears in the right-hand column of the chart) because they are, in fact, 
all aspects of the same thing: the hallucinatory identification between a 
woman in a hospital bed and a bunch of red flowers. Unlike "Heavy 
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'-'.-yen." with its generalizations about pregnancy, "Tulips" takes as its 
...&. - .ni! point a speci6c experience; it refers, according to Ted Hughes, . . t:?- $C: of a bunch of tulips a friend brought Sylvia Plath in the hos- 

- t;: n-!)ere she was recovering from an appendectomy.14 The poem bans- 
/ - - n s  t!lis perfectly ordinary incident into a surrealistic fantasy, a dream- 
::ke spquence in which person and flower reverse roles and finally be- 
c-me one. 

The whole pocm is organized around two central images-white and 
r~l-the white of the dead, anesthetized hospital world, and by impli- 
at ion the whiteness of death, and the red of the tulips, of living matter, 
of non-human vitality, and ultimately the red of blood pumped b o u g h  
the poet's heart. At &st, the patient who speaks sees the tulips as just 
an ordinary bunch of flowers, whose redness inbudes into the peaceful, 
white, desireless, nunlike world of the hospital. But gradually, they 
arouse her from her lethargy, taking on all the human characteristics 
rbe has tried to deny in herself: they have eyes and mouths, they breathe, 
make noise, eat her oxygen, and finally open their mouths like a great 
-1frican cat as if to swallow her up. They act, in other words, as the 
s!imulns that recalls the poet to life, restoring her sense of identity. Her 
heart, merging with the tulip, "opens and closes/Its bowl of red blooms 
out of sheer love of me," and the poet can once again perform a human 
ad-she sheds tears. Health is still a far-away country, but the spell of 
the numb hospital world has been broken. 

I have argued elsewhere16 that Plath's very special poetic vision 
belongs to what Northrop Frye has called the "oracular mode," a mode 
in which the speaker, acting as the medium of an oracle, turns his back 
on his audience in a state of rapt self-communion. In oracular poetry, 
Frye suggests, the traditional concept of catharsis is replaced by ectasis; 
metaphor, in such poetry, "is not a way of describing or evoking an ob- 
served world; it is a direct identification in which the poet himself is 
involx-ed." '0 \?That this mcaus is that the metaplioric statement of identity 
,'.\ = B) is taken literally. Whereas Donne knew quite well that lovers 
are not really two legs of a compass, Plath's speaker consistently gives 
11s both sides of the equation because she identifies directly with the 

I 
1 4  "The Chronological Order of Sylvia Plath's Poems," in The Art of Suloio 

P ! d h  .A Symposium, edited Charles Newman (London: Faber and Faber, 1970), p. 
In: . . ~ .  

'5 ".bgst and Animism in the Poeby of Sylvia Plath, Journal of Modem Litera- 
: 3 - ~ .  1 lFint issue, 1970), SI-74. See also my "On Sylvia Plath's Tulips," Paunch 
-!l4i ' Dpcember 1!775), 105-109. 

:' "Tna.ards De6ning an Age of Sensibility," Fables of Identity (New York: 
!:?-2. Rnce, 1963), p. 136; Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton 
. - ~ .. + ..,. Fsss ,  1957), pp. 66-67. 
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BEYOND The Bell Jar 13 

tulips. Indeed, she cannot distinguish between the objects in her field 
of vision and her own self. 

Accordingly, the individual metaphors I have. diagrammed above 
are not just clever or gratuitous embellishments. They serve to define 
the poet's gradual process of self-discovery and renewed identity. All 
are carefully related to the larger white-red, death-life tension that ani- 
mates the poem. Deadness is associated with winter, snow, the staring 
eye between two lids, the sense of one's body as a pebble ( a  petrifaction 
image in Laingian terms), of one's memories and desires as sheer "hag- 
gage," of human smiles as 'looks," and so on. Conversely, the non- 
human tulips are always treated animistically: they have tongues, eyes, 
mouths; they can breathe, make noise, cause pain, and swallow. The 
final agonized plea that "the tulips should be behind bars like dangerous 
animals" has been anticipated by every metaphor or simile that precedes 
it. 

The oracular mode of "Tulips," a mode which can be viewed in 
Laingian terms as a projection of the schizoid tension between the desire 
to lose one's identity, to become invisible and beyond attack, and the 
opposite urge to maintain one's autonomy as a person, avoiding engulf- 
ment by others, is an all but impossible mode to imitate for one cannot 
fake the state of mind that produces it. To put it crudely, one cannot 
pretend to be schizophrenic in order to write a poem. And this is why I 
believe that Sylvia Plath has had such an unfortunate iduence on her 
followers. For although A k l  seemed to promise younger women poets a 
way out of: the in ated by the stilted "pretty" nature metaphors 
of an Edna St. V Uay or an Elinor Wylie or a May Sarton, al- 
though the violence, brutality, and strangeness of Plath's imagery seemed 
to provide a model for telling it straight, too many poets assumed that 
one could take over the technique of An'el without the vision that stands 
behind it. 

Consider "He Is a Strange Biological Phenomenon" by Margaret 
Atwood, certainly one of the most accomplished women poets writing 
today. The langnage of this poem clearly recalls Sylvia Plath. "Scavenger, 
you feed/only on dead meat" reminds one of "Death & Co." ("I am red 
meat. His beak/Claps sidewise"); "You thrive on smoke; you havelno 
chlorophyll" recalls "The Other" ('Where are you going/that you suck 
breath like mileage?"; the "eggs and snails" of Atwood's opening line 
bring to mind the "eggs and fish" of Plath's "Gigolo." But "He Is a 
Strange Biological Phenomenon" has all of Plath's violence without the 
poignant tension of her best poems. It is a brilliantly executed diatribe 
against an impossible lover, a man who can only take, not give, who 
moves "from place to place like a disease" and yet is ' la rd  to eradicate" 
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from the speaker's life. The biological metaphor is ingenious hut remains 
throughout an external device, for the poet seems curiously withdrawn 
from her own experience. Her own role in the relationship depicted is 
carefully veiled. And since Atwood b o w s  d dong what she wants to say 
about this hopeless lover, the form of her poem is predetermined, the 
individual metaphors calling attention to themselves as analogies that 
could easily be replaced by others. The single-minded language of out- 
rage allows for no range of experience, and on rereading the poem, one 
begins to feel that the real issues have been neatly skirted. 

A few more examples of unfortunate PIathisms (perhaps use should 
call them Plathitz~des) will have to suffice: Maxine m a n ' s  "V7e Are,"" 
Marge Piercy's "I Still Feel YOU," l8 and Susan Fromberg Schaeffer's 
"Ho~sewife ."~~ Reading these poems, one wonders whether the new 
"tough" metaphors used by Kumin or Piercy or Schaeffer really repre- 
sent an advance over Edna St. Vincent Ylillay's decorative embroideries. 
Does Maxine Kumin's elaborate pond-frog metaphor give us a greater 
sensuous awareness of what it means to torrcll in the act of love? Do 
Susan Fromberg Schaeffer's endless similes ("my two girlsISpoi1 like 
fruit"; "they push us backllike too-full plates") really convey the emp- 
tiness of her "Housewife's" life? . h d  Piercy's string of metaphors for the 
penis: a fishbone in the throat; a hair caueht in the teeth, a piece of iron 
traveling through the mnsrles. an end of harpoon, a broken hook-these 
are vivid and conlincing h a r e s .  but in contemporary poetry they have 
become such xvell-worn c!ic!ihs that we now react to them with the 
equanimity we used to resere for the tedious flower and tree images of 
earlier "feminine" poets. 

The recent publication of Sylvia Plath's letters,20 finally exploding 
the myth of this poet as all-pomefi~l seer, a Lady Lazarus eating men 
like air, hopefully niarks t!ie end of an era. Our best younger women 
poets, I would posit, are now moving away from the metaphoric mode 
that Plath's follo\~ers carried to it7 outermost limit ( a  mode that spoils, 
at least for me, even a celebrated poem like Adrienne Rich's "Diving into 
the Wreck," with its elaborate analogy between the deep-sea diver, 
exploring the wreck on the bottom of the ocean floor and the woman 

The Nightmare Factonj (Kew York: Harper & Row, 1970); rpt. in W e  
Become New, p. 80. 

1s Hard Loving (Middletown, Conn.: Wcsleyan University Press, 1969); rpt. in 
Psyche, p. 187. 

1 9  W e  Become New, p. 204. 
20As all reviewers have noted, Letters Home, even though it reflects Mrs. 

Plath's bias, makes clear that Plath waq not at nll a feminist, that until the break-up 
with Ted Hughes, she hied desperately to confo~m to the image of Perfect Wife, 
Cook, Mother. 
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BEYOND The Bell Jar 15 

who explores the wreck of her own past so as to recover her real self) 
and are experimenting with verbal structures that are radical formally as 
well as thematically. I an1 personally convinced that in order to do this, 
\\-omen poets must rejoin the mainstream, even if the mainstream of 
avant-garde poetry happens to be, as I think it still is, largely a male 
preserve. I am thinking of David Antin's exciting new "talk poems," 
of Edward Dorn's reanimation of; the Western in his Gunslinger, of 
John Ashbery's ability to make the vulgarities of Disneyland the occa- 
sion of .witty metaphysical speculation. 

I realize that these are dangerous statements for a female critic to 
make, and that many feminists will accuse me of betraying the move- 
ment. I would ask these feminists to consider the example of Denise 
Levertov. One of our only women poets to be admired by rival poetic 
factions, Levertov has rarely used the metaphoric mode I have discussed 
in this essay. Her earlier poetry was strongly iduenced by Williams and 
the Black Mountain poets-all men-but from the sixties on, she also, 
began to take a kcen interest in what it means to be female; witness the 
bemused and profound reflections on female anatomy fouild in "Hypo- 
crite Women" or "The Mutes." Levertov's poetic range has continued to 
expand in the past decade, the point being that when she wants to write 
a feminist poem, she has the technical equipment to make it, first of all, 
a poem. 

This is what I mean by returning to the mainstream. Let me end on 
a hopeful note. There are a number of young women poets not included 
in the popular feminist anthologies, evidently because they make no 
bones about their indebtedness and allegiance to certain male poets, 
who are working behind the scenes to create a very different kind of 
poetry. Consider the work of Bernadette Mayer, a poet just thirty years 
old, who cites as her major influences Gertrude Stein, Raymond Queneau, 
the New York poets, John Cage, and television programs like "Gun- 
~rnoke."~' Bernadette Maycr has written prose poems exploiting every 
possible kind of verbal repetition on the model of Gertrnde Stein; she 
has composed long "talk poems" somewhat like those of David Antin; 
she has collaborated with visual artists and film makers in producing 
mixed media performances and happenings. 

It would be easy to dismiss Mayer as a camp follower, imitating 
the Dada games of Clark Coolidge, the ''I do this, I do that" poems of 
Frank O'Hara, or the insistently 'hrosaic" manner of Ron Padgett and 
Ted Beingan. But one of Mayer's latest projects has been to make a 
series of videotapes with other women ("women who looked like me," 

21 Barry Alpert, "Bernadette Mayer, An Inteniew," The World, 29 (April 
1974), 77. 
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"women who had the same voice . . . women who had the same name") e2 

in an attempt to exchange identities in a new form of collaboration. 
Thematically, such videotapes focus on what it is to be a woman, but 
formally the impetus comes from works like Beckett's Film or the series 
of Poem-Paintings done by Frank O'Hara and Norman Bluhm. 

One of Mayer's long prose poems written a few years ago is called 
"What are the Days of the Week?" Beginning with this faux-naif ques- 
tion, Mayer explores with great skill and inventiveness, our current con- 
ceptions-and misconceptions-of time and space. In her collage-poem, 
personal vignettes blend with odd memories, catalogues of American 
place names, highway scenes, newspaper reporting, discussions of scienti- 
fic phenomena, and so on. I t  is hard to quote one passage from this 
complex verbal structure without losing the effect of the whole, but let 
me end by citing the following paragraph: 

a star is almost human. put yourself in a stars place. put a star 
in place of you. don't destroy your friends. a star is on a mountain 
glowing. a man is on the moon, bouncing. the man on the moon is 
an animal-tree star thought. he's envious of you he's scientific & 
engineering. a spider is an arachnid. the man on the moon is close 
the man on alpha centauri is just a shot away. I decided not to have 
anything to eat. I had a choice of strawberries or rice. between 
music & food i picked both. the music left. the bass left. i wasn't 
here when it came. do you take what you get? what is Anglo-Saxon. 
here's what I see-tree branches, books, magazines, a window, red 
berries, orange fir branch, tin cup, my reflection, the light's reflection. 
light's reflection, a new page. i don't. one girl, one child, one baby 
play with a coke bottle in the bathtub.23 

Where have all the metaphors gone? Here, in this artful conjunction 
of matter-of-fact notation and imaginative transformation is, I submit, 
an example of the kind of poetry women will be writing in the decade 
to come. 

22 The World, p. 84. 
28 Another World, ed. Anne Waldman (New York: The Bobbs-Med Co., 

IWl), pp. 110-120. Passage cited from pp. 114-115. 
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HORSES ON HORSEBACK 
FRED BALD- 

Fyodor, his feet wrapped against the searing cold, struggled to the 
barn to feed the horses: Pooka, the old one, grey of eye; Sneeka, the 
grey one, old of eye; Baborishka, the young one, maudlin and bundled 
against the ambivalent hatred of the season. Lifting the heavy feed bags, 
he crammed them on the horses' noses. It was too cold for them to eat. 

"Papa," cried little Goholnka, "I am so hungry as I am to cry." 
"Now, now" said her father, an old man, grey or eye, somnolent hut 

mindful of: the indignities of past years and capable of whining, W e  
have a few be-spat crusts of bread this year. The Lord has been good 
to us." 

Fyodor, his feet black with frostbite, "Oh, papa, I remember the 
olden times. It is just too horrible for my young mind to comprehend." 

"Yes, it is so. Let us whine about it further." 
The horses struggled in their stalls. 
Then it was spring. Flowers spewed vapors upon the winds. The 

rain rained lazily upon the proud and the whimpering. The gates were 
open, the pastures populated. The brook made slurps beside the stones 
as nature's will was done. And soon . . . . 

Winter. Fyodor, his feet gone, struggled to the barn to feed the 
horses: Sneeka, the old, grey one, glazed of eye; Baborishka, the middle 
one, maudlin and whimpering: Fitpoola, the clumsy one, the stumbler, 
the young one, breathing its food, clogging its nostrils and gasping, 
pretending to bite a bit and bleeding, imagining a collar and choking. 

And in the house, all whimpering in glory, whimpering in memory 
of a great time of whimpering, the family sat and ate its bitter rind of 
hoof, a bitter repast, hitter enough. 
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LEVERTOV AND RICH: THE LATER POEMS 
LINDA WAGNER 

The mood of poetry in the 1970s has been a gradual opening. From 
the image-oriented poems of the 1960s, the poet trapped in his sup- 
posedly necessary objectivity, poets have been recognizing the second 
item in Ezra Pound's description of the image-not only objective re- 
action but also subjective response to the physically concrete must be 
captured. Non-English literature, from Kafka and Mallarm6 to Borges 
and Paz-and better translations of it-have brought renewed interest 
in the supra-personal poem. 

In the 1970s many poets-both male and female-have come to a 
deeper concern with their own sensibility. Galway K i ~ e l l ' s  The Book 
of Nighhnares (1971) brought his sense of primitive torment into con- 
junction with both political protest and reverence for a transcending 
animism; Robert Bly's Sleepers Joining Hanris forced readers to under- 
stand that divisions of consciousness were more than just abstractions 
he liked to harangue over, that looking for "dragon smoke7'-whether 
in the quick surreality of Gregory Om or the incantatory image pat- 
terns of Diane Wakoski-was an innovative (and psychically important) 
direction for present American poetry. 

Viewed in this context, the poems of both Adrienne Rich and De- 
nise Levertov are important because they reflect this relatively new in- 
terest in the presentation of the whole persona-poet (physical, emotional, 
intellectual and spiritual), even while they continue each poet's in- 
dividual and characteristic development. 

Such immediacy is nothing new for Levertov; her poems have been 
an important part of the contemporary literary scene for twenty years. 
When the formalist 1950s relaxed to accept Allen Ginsberg's "Howl" 
and Robert Creeley's short-lined love poems, Levertov's work offered 
a kind of middle ground: poems in which rich sound patterns balanced 
"natural speech"; poems in which a humanistic credo-and the need 
to express it-overshadowed the mere presentation of an image. From 
the fist, Levertov had insisted that a poet had to use all language re- 
sources available. She had also declared that every poet had fmn social 
responsibilities. 

In The Freeing of the Dust, her eIeventh collectioil of poems, Lev- 
ertov continued to express these early convictions with even greater per- 
suasion Much of the rancor of some of her earlier social poetry has 

[ 18 I 
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mellowed to a5rmation: bitterness has given way to the tranquility of 
".-Z Place of Kindness" where 

someone slow is moving, 
stumbling from door to chair 

to sit there patiently 
doing nothing but be, 
enjoying the quiet and warmth . . .* 

"Imagination could put forth/ gentle feelers there," Levertov suggests, 
cognizant that the traditional role of poet is making, shaping. Even the 
ostensibly Vietnamese poems in this book are marked by reflection 
(albeit at times ironically), as in the poem "In Thai Binh (Peace) Prov- 
ince," where the poet's attention falls on "dark sails of the river boats,/ 
warm slant of afternoon light/ apricot on the brown, swift, wide river. 
. . . Peace within the/ long war." 

Such a change from relative stridency to careful repose suggests 
not that Levertov's political views have changed, but rather that this 
collection of poems expresses the core of any writer's effectiveness: the 
humanity that forces one to take stands, the angst of seeing and living 
in a world that seldom meets ideal standards, but, too, the joy of glimps- 
ing fulfillment at least occasionally. In "From a Plane," the opening poem 
of this book, Levertov speaks of "a reclamation of order," "revision- 
ing solace." As other recent poems show, that journey to order and re- 
visioning is the real province of the poet. 

The tone of many of the poems in The Freeing of the Dust is quieter, 
more satisfied-not with the physical or social circumstances of life, but 
with a human being's ability to cope with those circumstances. There 
is much emphasis here on exploring the fullest ranges of consciousness 
.md psyche, and I was reminded of her 1972 essay on Ezra Pound in which 
she praised his writing because "He stirs me into a sharper realization of 
my own sensibility. I learn to desire not to know what he knows but 
to know what I know: to emulate, not to imitate."2 Poems here echo 
~ ~ i t h  this completion of earlier promise, with the sense of Levertov as 

man knowing herself, being, and becoming, through both life and 
 by. The Freeing of the Dust is an amazingly rich book, giving us 
!e image of Levertov as fully realized poet, humanist, seer and- 

c-t the least-as woman. In the process of complete engagement, a poet 

1 The Freelng of  the Dust (Norfolk, Conn.: New Directions, 1975), p. 32. 
2 The Poet in the World (Norfolk, Conn.: New Directions, 1D7S), p. 251. In '.. review of the collection, Hayden Carmth asked that the title essay be raken as 

-.do by every poet ("Levertov," Hudson Review, 27, 1974, pp. 475-480). 
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who is also a woman must, finally, speak with a woman's voice: any 
denial of that primary identity would play havoc with the self-detenni- 
nation of the poem. There are perhaps too many women who use the 
crutch of sexual identity to make bad poems effective, but when Lever- 
tov creates the feminine identity, as in the evocative "Cancion," its use is 
powerful: 

When I am the sky 
a glittering bird 
slashes at me with the knives of song. 

When I am the sea 
fiery clouds plunge into my mirrors, 
fracture my smooth breath with crimson sob 

When I am the earth 
I feel my flesh of rock wearing down: 
pebbles, grif finest dust, nothing. 

When I am a woman-0, when I am 
a woman, 

my wells of salt brim and blim, 
poems force the lock of my throat. 

This short poem also suggests the stability of Levertov's perfor- 
mance as poet. She has long been admired for her use of richly sensual 
language and movement, regardless of a poem's subject matte?.. She 
often has written sensually about &, as she does here in "'The Poem 
Rising By Its Own Weight"'; and the long-lined rhythms of the poem 
that seemingly expresses a credo both personal and artistic, *Prayer for 
Revolutionary Love," are striking illustration of her present verbal force. 

"Prayer for Revolutionary Love" emphasizes as well Levertov's al- 
most mystical belief in "the unknown," the anima, the fruit of her 
ability to open the self so that she might transcend self, through b o d  
experience and sense. Readers have often noticed Levertov's reliance 
on quasi-religious terms, and the definite spiritual feeling in some of her 
writing. This stance and vocabulary surfaces again in these poems. 

In countless other ways, this 1975 collection re-states Levertov's 
strengths as poet. I t  impresses with its versatility: there are seven groups 
of poems, ranging from the political commentaries to poems about love 
and divorce; from masterful sequences to the single-image poems that 
reach further than any image poems have any right to. Not a collected 
or selected work, The Freeing of the Dust gives a reader the sense that 
!?. 5earchinz vicissitudes of American poetry during the past half cen- 
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tury have brought us to an art capable of expressing (and first recog- 
r?izing) both "despair" and "wildest joy"- 

grief and delight entwined in the dark down there.3 
Or, as Levertov expresses the spirit of the poem in "Growth of a Poet": 

To make poems is to find 
an old chair in the gutter 
and bring it home 
into the upstairs cave; 
a stray horse from the pound, 
a stray boat on the weedy shore, 
phosphorescent. 

Then in the broken rocking chair 
take off-to reality1 

If Levertov's present poems are striking a t  least partly because 
they re-state and crystallize strengths of her earlier work, Adrienne 
Rich's most recent poems are interesting because they differ in several 
important ways from her work during the 1950s. In 1951, when Levertov 
mas writing "The Turning," " A  Song," and "Scenes from the Life of the 
Peppertrees," poems that made what Hayden Carmth called her "neo- 
platonism" already e ~ i d e n t , ~  Adrienne Rich was writing the careful, 
formal poems of A Change of World. The concerns in that book and the 
following The Diamond Cutters were often mythic, the themes and per- 
sonae of the poems as clearly defined as their shapes. But even in Rich's 
Snapshots of a Daughter-in-Law (1963), her themes are often literary: 
"Curyclea's Tale," "Antinous: The Diaries," "A Knight," excerpts from 

f i e  World Book, 1928." Those that are not obviously derivative are 
)mewhat hesitant in their personal identification as if, new to the busi- 
ess of organic form, Rich is also new to a more intimate relation be- 
veen poet and persona. In "Attention," for example, a terseness reminis- 
-nt of William Carlos Willianls provides a glimpse of the poet's I who 
=mains essentially private: 

The ice age is here. 
I sit burning cigarettes, 
burning my brain. 
A micro-Tibet, 
deadly, frivolous, complete, 
blinds the four panes. 

" "Canversation in Moscow," Fmeing, p. 91. 
' Carmth, Hudson Rmiew, 27. 
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Veils of dumb air 
unwind like bandages 
from my lips 
half-parted, steady as the mouths 
of antique s t a t ~ e s . ~  

The poems in Snapshots of a Daughter-+Law include some social 
satire, some philosophy, and some slight movement beyond those themes, 
as in "The Roofwalker," a poem dedicated to Levertov which contains 
the strong lines, "A life I didn't choose/chose me," (even though the 
poem has a male persona). Such masking is also evident in the title 
poem, where Rich touches the beginning of feelings-"nothing hurts 
her any more"-but then slides behind masks suggested by her use of 
lines from Dickinson, Baudelaire, Diderot, Mary Wollstonecraft, Simone 
de Beauvoir quoting Sophie Volland, and others. 

Although the sequence poem "Snapshots of a Daughter-in-Law" 
is probably central to many of Rich's later poems in that it does recog- 
nize the problems of growing up female, and especially female artist, 
in America, it is a laboring version of what will appear twelve years 
later in the fully realized poem "From an Old House in America," 

I am an American woman: 
I turn that over 

like a leaf pressed in a book 
I stop and look up from 

into the coals of the stone 
or the black square of the window. . . .' 

In easy rhythm, Rich traces lines of suicide, child-bearing, execution, 
and deprivation, one current of history of "an American woman." "I 
never chose this place/yet I am of it now," speaks the persona in her 
brusque understatement: "my hands wring the necks of prairie chickens1 
I am used to blood." Yet the tone of even the bleakest recounting is calm, 
sure; it seldom becomes artificial: 

When the men hit the hobo track 
I stay on with the children 

" Cnopshots of a Dallghter-in-Law (New York: W. W. Norton, 1963), p. 48. 
' P*rnr: Selected and New, 1950-1974 (New York: W. W. Norton, 1975). 
I 27.>:5. 
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my power is brief and local 
but I know my power 

I have lived in isolation 
from other women, so much 

in the mining camps, the &st cities 
the Great Plains winters 

Most of the time, in my sex, I was alone 

The woman-persona's voice continues through the powerful couplets, 
separated almost ghazal-like at times, yet coherently presenting conEcts 
in the persona's life: the over-simplicity of "The separation of powers/ 
the allotment of suf€erings/her spine cracking in labor/his plow driving 
across Indian graves"; the mock dialogue between male and female, 

do you believe in collective guilt 
he said 

let me look in your eyes 
she said. 

A11 fourteen sections conclude in the final single line, powerful in its 
separation: 

Any woman's death diminishes me. 

The strength apparent in Rich's controlled expression of some of 
the deepest themes of a woman's life is reflected also in "The Fact of a 
Doorframe," a 1974 poem about poetry. Reminiscent of Levertov's force- 
fill poems about art, Rich's poem also describes the ritual importance 
of poetry as "suffering made powerful." 

The F a d  of a Doorframe 

means there is something to hold 
onto with both hands 
while slowly thrusting my forehead against 
the wood 
and taking it away 
one of the oldest motions of suffering 
as Makeba sings 
a courage-song for warriors 
music is suffering made powerful . . . 
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Facts, things, the physical, tactile, words rooted in emotion, or, as Rich 
writes in the last stanza, 

Now, again, poetry, 
violent, arcane, common, 
hewn of the commonest living substance 
into archway, portal, frame 
I grasp for you, your bloodstained splinters, 
your ancient ancl stubborn poise 
-as the earth trembles- 
burning out from the grain. 

Here, poetry has become a source of nourishment, an ancient talivman, 
no longer a literary artifact. 

This sense of art as integral to life, basic and sustaining for life, 
seems new to Rich, one gift of the whole opening, changing process 
which her personae and her poems srem to have undergone. As she de- 
scribes these changes in her concept of poem, her present view is quite 
similar to that of Levertov in her essay "Some Notes on Organic Form." 
As Rich explains, 

In the period in which my 6rst two books were written I had 
a much more absolutist approach to the universe than I now have. 
I also felt-as many people still feel-that a poem was an arrange- 
ment of ideas and feelings, predetermined, and it said what I had 
already decided it should say. . . . control, technical mastery and 
intellectual clarity were the real goals, and for many reasons it was 
satisfying to be able to create this kind of formal order in poems. 

Only gradually, within the last five or six years, did I begin to 
feel that these poems . . . were queerly limited; that in many cases 
I had suppressed, omitted, fals8ed even, certain disturbing elements, 
to gain that perfection of order. . . . 

Today, I have to say that what I know I know through making 
poems. . . . the poem itself engenders new sensations, new aware- 
ness in me as it progresses. Without for one moment turning my 
back on conscious choice and selection, I have been increasingly 
willing to let the unconscious offer its materials, to listen to more 
than the one voice of a single idea. Perhaps a simple way of putting 
it would be to say that instead of poems about experiences I am 
getting poems that are experiences, that contribute to my knowledge 

7 In Thc Poet in the Wmld. I quote from Rich because her comments are 
r ~ r e r a ' l r  lcsr amssible. 
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and my emotional life even while they reflect and assimilate it. In 
my earlier poems I told you, as precisely and eloquently as I knew 
how, about something; in the more recent poems something is hap- 
pening, something has happened to me and, if I have been a good 
parent to the poem, something will happen to you who read it.s 

Even more recently, Rich has added, "the energy of poetry comes from 
the unconscious and always will." Operating from that indeihable energy, 
the good poem has a similarly indefinable locus. As she concludes in 
that 1974 interview, 

a really good poem opens up a possibility for other poems, rather 
than being the end of a succession of other things. Instead of wrap- 
ping something up it explodes the po~sibilities.~ 

Besides this shift in Rich's personal concept of the role of the poet, 
other changes in her poems from the sixties to the present are also 
apparent. She now seldom uses a mythic persona. The meanings of the 
poems are now expressed more directly (fewer poems depend on a 
prefatory epigram, for example), and those meanings are likely to be 
broader in application than those of many of the earlier poems, now 
that the "absolutist approach" has melted into the process of discovery. 
The sharp specificity of Snapshots of a Daughter-in-Law has given way 
to the announced generality of Necessities of Life and The Will To 
Change. "November 1968," the opening poem of the latter collection, 
presented the poet as "stripped," '%eginning to float free," and yet being 
forced to question in a kind of mock surprise, "How you broke open, 
what sheathed you." The process of change continues, however, and in 
"Planetarium" is explained as 

What we see, we see 
and seeing is changing 

the light that shrivels a mountain 
and leaves a man alive. . . . 

8 "Poetry and Experience: Statement at a Poem Reading," Adrienne Rich',? 
Poety, eds. Barbara Charlesworth Gelpi and Albert Gelpi (New York: W. W, 
Sorton, 1975), p. 89. Also quoted by Albert Gelpi in "Adrienne Rich: The Poetics 
of Change" in Amettcan Poety since 1960, Some Critical Perspectives, ed. Robert B. 
Chaw (Cheadle, England: Carcanett Press, 1973), pp. 132-133. 

9 Adrienne Rich's Poety, 113, 117. 
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I n  "From a Survivor," a 1972 poem, the process of the opening of the 
persona's consciousness is described as "not a leaplbut a succession of 
brief, amazing movements/ each one making possible the next." 

Although Rich's feminine readers felt that she was speaking ex- 
pressly for them, one interesting point about these poems of the late 
sixties and early seventies is that more often than not, the personae are 
either undetermined or masculine. The paradox of the strongest so-called 
feminist poetry is precisely that, it seems: that in their desire to create 
liberating experiences for women, feminine writers have also heightened 
their perception of the problems all human beings face. The best poems 
of feminism become poems of "community." Or, as Rich defined the 
"political" impulse in "The Blue Ghazals": 

The moment when a feeling enters the body 
is politioal. The touch is political. 

By seeing political as a physical encounter and not an intellectual one, 
Rich attributes some of our strongest feelings to emotions rather than 
reason: in that attribution she may be feminine, but not in the range 
of her applicability. Albert Gelpi places Rich, in these recent poems, 
in the role of shaman, bard: 

By challenging us to a more honest realization, she has recovered 
something of the function of the poet among his people: not by 
transmitting their legends and tales but by offering herself-without 
pretensions, with honest hesitations-as the mirror of their con- 
sciousness and the medium of their transformation In effect, her 
poetry has come to represent a secular and unillusioned version of 
the poet as prophet and the prophet as scapegoat living out individ- 
ually the possibilities of the collective destiny. . . . Adrienne Rich's 
mission is to live out her dream of a society of individual men and 
women?O 

Such a description could also be given to Denise Levertov. 
Important as each of these writers has been, and continues to be, 

their recent work suggests that the best contemporary poetry acts as 
mirror to the changing social scene, as well as the changing literary 
ccene. The writing of poetry is not an occupation for people who like 
!%in% in ivory towers. What becomes increasingly clear in Levertov's 
cn"ections-Footprints and The Freeing of the Dust-and in Rich's -. 
i ,:.- '.!-i!! To Change, Diving into the Wreck, and Poems, Selected and 

' (.:-i-i in .Imm.con Poe tv j  since 1960, p. 143. 
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New is that each poet is exploring fd ranges of. consciousness and psy- 
che; that no experience (political or personal) will be excluded; and that 
the result is, finally, a poetry of engagement, a poetry that speaks for 
life in the late 1970s. with all its difficulties and all its promise. 

0 B * 

KINGDOM COME 

1. 

Lately I awake like a bum on a freight 
train as if at a door roll and slam 
and swaying, seeing barred half-light, wonder 
where-I-am, why-the-doo-slammed, tired of my life. 
I remember I was looking for music and the 
instrnctions on the album jacket said, 
"Keep this record out oh the light." ( I  dreamed 
thatl) Eoeybody's in Show-Biz, by 
The Kinks. I looked up, the smug, mute, black and plastic 
labyrinth in my hands, dusk outside fms- 
trated by dirt, by permanent screens (yet 
mauve I love I see anyway, and nearby 
some stalwart pine trees have endured again 
in transcendent sobriety parking lot lights 
on tall poles, the mountains in the northwest 
self-assured or are waiting for me 
to be dead like them-0 I won't be long, 
I don't think),   ell ow-white light through pebbled 
plastic flowed in two pale panels out of my ceiling 
which indeed their own flesh tones owned too, and I, 
laying the disk on the turn-table directly 
as able, resigned in a sentence: I did 
my best. (A  glassful of water and a candle. 
An aphorism here about water and light: 
wherever there was light and water there will 
always be water and maybe still a candle.) 
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I look at a picture and tell a story, for life 
is like looking at lines on a hand, or at 
whatever work the false transparencies of a ball 
do, you sitting next to me, or across 
a rickety table, and you could be anybody. 
A little girl with blond hair was sitting 
properly, patiently on a chair in a comer 
of; my o5ce. She was short. She was a 
friend of Little Saide, maybe one wounded 
in my reckless, furious ban: "Your girlfriends 
are ugly dogs, so where wouild you have gone 
with them?" All girls are daughters of men, 
and in her hopeful, homely, hopeless double chin 
I read the universal gauntlet and begged that I 
could be forgiven. I got her a picture book 
to read, pretending to be scanning parchment- 
type greeting cards against the light, admiring 
their antique and rose-colored hues, and yet 
confused: there were no seasons, no scenes, 
no poems, and no signees. I smiled and tried 
to disguise my dismay, hoping the girl would stay, 
a token I was forgiven, not dangerous, okay. 

(If it's anyone else's picture my designs 
have to exceed their intentions. Or else: 
I cannot be.) In the night, after the club 
in the cellar closed and the fog seemed to be 
cleaning the sky, and the city street gleamed 
as if the small rain down had already fallen, I 
from the front seat of my brown van called 
to two white men I'd met downstairs, jazz fans, 
offering to give them a ride. They got in although 
they were only going someplace like Lewiston and I 
would only be able to take them halfway. As we rode 
my van divided down into a tandem bike 
and I found myself doing all the peddling. One of 
thr \\-bite men became sarcastic and I again 
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have visions of myself as a slender black girl 
in a flimsy, tangerine crepe de Chine singing 
"All of me, why not take all of me?," or something. 
Police stopped us, warned me not to put on 
more passengers than the bike had room for, 
amazed to see my two-seater accommodating three. 
I peddled into the busyness of the day. 
It was hot. Ahead we saw a crowded intersection 
between us and a hill, another policeman 
guiding tr&c, the sun like a white flame 
in multitudinous sets of oblong windows, as well 
as bricks, asphalt paving, dull colored auto- 
mobiles, the business of the street again in its 
store windows, trash cans and pedestrians. One 
of my passengers said he'd jump off and rnn 
up front to lighten the load and fool police 
and I panicked: now I couldn't move my machine 
without help, but the other man said he'd stay 
and I was relieved. It was he who had helped me 
with some of the peddling anyway, stroked 
my swelling thighs, told me I was strong, strong, 
was doing good work. So now I approached 
the square, exponent indeed of what is for most 
people real, with courage and hope. Up, up, 
my thighs muscled us. I saw beyond the road 
the park which gave way to the sea, and an island 
bearing a yellow burial temple. It was, I now knew, 
for me. No seagulls would nest in its rocks or eaves, 
or seals sleep on its shadowless beaches either, 
and maybe it wasn't real, yet it was mine, and its 
ancient patience a promise: my life, my being, 
good or bad, was entitled, and my death, regal. 
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JABBO STOKES 

Our daddies were railroad men, 
long-legged pot-bellied quail hunters, 
and when they made the two-day run to Thomaston 
we pilfered their beer and snuck out at midnight 
to patrol the deserted suburb. 

I was there when he got drunk 
and fought trees by the lake, 
&ally leaning on a knee-high stump, 
pounding it with bleeding fists. 
"He's little," Rick said, "but he's tough." 

Somehow my sister became his lover. 

Much later his became mine. 

I saw him do a 360 skidding turn in his Chevy 
at 6 f t y  miles an hour 
for the people at Burger King. 

He ran naked through town on a bet. 

More and more he lived at night, 
riding the sounds he made with his hands, 
a keyboard man. He honkey-tonked for a dollar a song, 
filled the Holiday Inn Hawaiian Room 
with electric piano waterfalls, 
and on his B-2 Hammond organ I 

he showed us the guts of chords, 
screeched variations until we chanted, "Take me higher!" I 
Fox's Lounge, the Redbird Inn, the Topof-the-Stars- 
Louis played bass, Flog played drums, 
and two teenage girls backed up a black man, Am, 
who sang frog-deep about pain 
and raised the stump 
of a hand he'd lost in a Ere: 
the man he'd paid to bum his house 
hnd done it while he was asleep. 
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JABBO STOKES & THE JIVEROCKETS! LWEI TONIGHT! 

The other originals left Montgomery. 
We used to see them at Chrishas 
and talk old times between numbers 
till New Year's Day; then, cold and still drunk, 
we carted their bags to the station. 

But Jabbo hangs in, gets busted for drugs, 
comes out crazier, hires a saxophone, 
almost makes a living; 
arm-wrestles anyone who thinks he's strong, 
lifts his shirt and shows his scars for laughs, 
fights in bars and plays with his magic hands 
the saddest jive-jazz, music 
tough like straight whiskey to calm down on; 
lives with a woman who's uncomplicated 
as a jaw clenched to keep from crying, 
and always there. 

Jabbo's well-known in Montgomery. 
His sister is manied now, goes to church, 
never sees her brothers. Danny, the baby, 
canies a gun and wants to be a singer. 

Their daddy keeps drivin' trains. 

My daddy does the same. 

Jabbo, you got too much adrenalin to ever lie low. 
But if you have to change, 
you can use my name. 
My credit's good at I-Iardin's store, 
there's no record with the cops. 

So wear it out; 
that's all I can give you. 

I'm never coming back. 
STEVE HARRISON 
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FOUR POEMS BY SUSAN LUDVIGSON 

VICTORIA 

"Victoria Hanna, a middle aged woman ofi Kaukauna, Outagamie 
County, was bound over to Commissioner Bloodgood the other day in 
the sum of $500 on the charge of sending obscene matter through the 
mails. The woman had a spite against a neighbor and mailed her a letter 
of the filthiest description." (The Backer State Banner, May 14, 1885, 
reprinted in Wiscomin Death Trip, by Michael Levy) 

Dear Mrs. Anderson, 

Your Lars came to my home again 

last night, wearing his dung overalls, 
and when I heard him brush the hedge 
under my window, I sent out the dog. 
You thinlc I make this up because 
you have hair like my sister Bertie, 
but I tell you, he's here 
more than twice a week. 
Sometimes I pretend I don't know. 
I slip my chemise off 
slowly, as if I'm so weary 
I can hardly stretch my arms. 
(And in the moonlight, I know 
how white my skin is, 
how lean, even now, my body.) 
Sometimes I complain of the heat 
and p d l  everything off, 
stretch on the bed, 
my legs and arms flung wide, 
wishing aloud for a fan 
or someone to fan me. 
Then I get up 
and dust myself, breast to toe, 
with strawberry talcum. 

I always hear the swish of leaves outside. 
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But last night I got tired 
of the game, tired of your tolerant smile 
every time you see me. 
This time, just check the right leg 
of his barn pants. 

I can see you sitting there 
in your parlor, 
your thin lips drawn 
to a line as straight as the seam 

. you'll sew. You with your 
snaky black hair. 
You with your pity. 

WILMA 
"Mrs. Phillip Fredericks, aged 82 years, who was partly insane, 

'hrew herself in her neighbor's cistern at Beloit and was drowned. She 
!?ad long planned death in this manner." (The Badger State Banner, 
Tnly 23, 1891, reprinted in Wisconsin Death Trip, by Michael Levy) 

I waited for summer. 
Easier to get me out, and mostly, 
the garden is going good. 
The corn's half up, 
plenty of beans for Helen already, 
and the preacher's back from his sister's. 
I can't think when I've felt so fine. 
to Madison. It rained two weeks 
and we had to take John and Nathan, 
It's like the time Phillip took us 
but they behaved. 
We found every kind of mushroom, 
and when the boys took sick 
there was a doctor not a mile away. 
We did everything: 
stayed up all night 
with cool rags for their heads, 
took turns carrying pails. 
When it was over, Phillip and I 
came back alone. 
Helen's boy was by to check on the peas 
yesterday, so he won't come now. 
It's hot, but that's better than thunder. 
No sign of storm. 

1 33 I 
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"Miss Minnie Rose of Beaver Dam shot herself in the Plankinton 
House in Milwaukee. She left a letter in which she asks that her body 
be destroyed by electricity. . . . In the letter she says that untrue stories 
circulated about her drove her to suicide." (The Badger State Banner, 
December 29, 1898, reprinted in Wisconsin Death Trip, by Michael 
Levy) 

I wanted the same room 
on the fourth floor, 
the one in the comer 
with the oak by the window, 
but it was taken. 
I'd planned to sit 
in the green velvet chair 
where he held me in his lap, 
said I shocked him 
with my tongue. 
AU that talk of hot wires 
and currents and volts 
he said I made him feel, 
I began to think I was dangerous. 
Shouldn't touch you when I'm wet 
I said, and he laughed and laughed, 
the hairs on his arms 
almost crackling. 

He should have been a stranger 
riding from town to town 
through the worst summer storms, 
not plain old Ruth Peterson's husband, 
who died pinned under a wagon. 
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ETTA 

"Etta Walker, the girl who disappeared the other day from Bosco- 
be1 on the eve of her marriage, was found at 2 o'clock the next morning 
but could give no account of herself . . . being in a completely dazed 
condition. Fred Stahel, who was to have married her, would not fulfill 
his engagement." (The  Badger State Banner, April 24, 1890, reprinted 
in Wiscodn Death Trip, by Michael Levy) 

Violets and trilliums 
began filling the lawn, 
crept out of the woods 
in an hour, 
so that the whole yard 
was purple and white 
before sunset: flowers 
hung from the trees, 
wrapped around my old bicycle 
there by the fence, 
and the porch swing grew deep 
with petals. 
When I walked, 
even the smallest, most delicate 
stems were not crushed, 
but sent out new shoots 
that opened to instant blossoms. 

At bedtime I couldn't sleep, 
and I went to the forest. 
When I came out, 
my arms and legs 
were a garden of bruises, 
everything else had gone brown. 
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THE OLD WAY 
CARROLL DALE SHORT 

At the back of our yard there is a path downhill into the woods. 
Today we go that way, Gabe with me. Only an hour or so of sun is left, 
but everything on our hill is warm and gold and I forget how late the 
year is getting to he, how much sooner the sun goes. 

He'll be all right in shirtsleeves, I think. But before we've gone 
very far down into the sharp blue shade the levels of air in the hollow 
grow more and more chill and I realize he won't, and I shout a t  him, by 
now running far ahead of me through the pines, and send him back up 
to the house to get his coat. 

This far the trail is still good-no briars or vines. It's this part that 
we use all snmmer. Ahead to the right the thicket opens out into the 
plowed clearing where we grow vegetables. Gabe's crackling steps 
frightened ,away the crew of sparrows pecking at the leavings-a few 
shriveled tomatoes, some stony ears of dwarf cam-but now the gru8 
brown birds sift back down to their places again, one by one, like leaves. 
Everything has been gathered. Lori, up in the kitchen, has set aside her 
piled-up laundry to start the last fierce round of cutting and boiling and 
canning. 

Gabe is back beside me, flush-cheeked from the steep run home, his 
'blonde hair tousled. It's the only means of travel he knows nowadays- 
mnning. Sometimes I muse on how much ground his energy would gain 
him if he had not inherited from Lori and me his runty frame, legs scant 
even for the age of five. 

"Let's slow down," I tell him. "And catch a breath, OK?" 
When we pass the garden the birds start up again in a fluttering 

fist, and the sun flares white against them before they veer a dozen 
different ways and disappear. 

"They're ,afraid we'll hurt them," Gabe says. "Some people would. 
The birds don't recognize us." 

He says it with all the vigor and menace of a passage from Homer, 
as if these woods were thronged with ogres toting shotguns. The irony 
of it all, the endangered ignorant birds, has been heavy upon him for 
years. 

Here the growth starts. Honeysuckle and wild ivy and the dry 
ropey vine called Cow Itch that I could never sight until it had already 
mbbed my hide and given me the same plague as its namesake. Vines 

1361 
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are all tangled and re-tangled like a knotted web, hiding the old ground 
so well that a stranger would not suspect a trail had been here. 

A stranger. 
'Watch out for snakes," he says from behind me. 
'All right." 
You are not as liable to fall, in brush like this, if you walk slow and 

step high, don't drag your feet. But when I turn around to tell him, I see 
he has already mastered it. He smiles casually at keeping up with me. 

'Tt's l'onger this way," he says. 
what?" 
"Longer than going the road." 
Cabe gauges all directions, near and far, from the place our drive- 

ay enters the blacktop road. Summit City and Knoxville and New 
)rk and Canada and polar bears are to the left. Turn right if you're 

?oing to Birmingham or Mobile or the beaches or Brazil, where all the 
coffee is made. His great-grandfather's house is a quarter mile toward 
Brazil. 

"Yep. But it's dangerous to walk on the road now, buddy." 
He brings his hands out of his coat pockets for a gesture of revela- 

L. Jon. 
"Not if I drive the curl" 
Seeing him solemn, I make to study the idea for a minute. 
"Better not, I guess. It takes .a long time to learn how." 
He grimaces at me, but it softells soon. "And besides," I tell him, 

;randpa wants to see you every day for a while. He said so. This way 
bu can wme and go whenever you want, all day long." 

'When did he say that? In the doctor's place?" 
Not much gets past Gabe. He demands details. 
'Yep. In the hospital." 
"Is he better?" 
I can either lie, or word the truth just so, or . . . 
"He feels better, yes." 
The deeper in the hollow we go, the colder the air gets. I motion 

;-r him to wait while I go ahead where the path curves, to find just the 
rht spot. 

"Now. Come over here." 
He does. His eyes are expectant on me, a magician in old jeans. 
"Hear anything?" 
He shakes his head no. 
'3ow-take one big step .that way." 
He takes the giantest step that he can manage. Then the wonder 

TXT in his eyes, and the blue glint seems a reflection of the hidden 
+ng creek, though it's still down from here a ways. 
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"How come?" he wants to know. 'Why can you hear it here, and 
not (,a jump backward) he~e?" 

I s t a t  a discourse on sound waves and the fact that there is a natural 
wall of rock from here to over there, curved just the right way to 
make . . . 

But judging from his eyes he is already elsewhere. I would have 
fiared better just saying magic, and running with him to the foot of the 
hill, the cool flow. It would seem truer somehow to the spirit of the 
thing, to the part of me that in other times scrambled along this ridge 
regular enough to keep the brush beaten back, the footpath clean. Before 
the new black highway was laid down. 

The creek was never a creek. It was at best a stream, a tiny one, 
with its beginnings in the modest watershed of the hills nearby. When 
Gabe end I come in sight of it I can feel his letdown, even though the 
creek is twice as wide now as in those days. I would guess the culvert 
beneath the new road helps channel the runoff, give it more force. Still, 
it's smsaller and meeker than the froth it promises your ears, the sound 
bounced and magnified by the layers of rock. One good running leap 
and we've both cleared it, safe and ~IY. It's ,about a foot deep. Maybe 
mo. 

"How did you know?" he asks suddenly. "That it was here?" 
'Well," I say, "I used to go through here when I was a boy." 
'Was Grandpa sick then too?" 
"No. Back then, see, he was only about as old as your Papa is now." 
I see him ciphering his inventory of known faces: 
"F'oppa was your father like you're mine?" 
"Not wm. Still is. And the house where we live now was Poppa's 

house. Before be moved off." 
"And where was Grandpa?" 
"Sbame 0s now." I nod uphill, the direction that we're waking. 

"Except it wasn't just a house, like now. He had a store. With groceries 
and buckets and nails and cow feed. He sold all such es that." 

We are coming up into the edge of his yard now. There is a big 
crude pen made out of slewed hog wire where his chickens are kept, a 
dozen laying hens. Next to them is his rabbit house, a assem- 
blage of slabs reclaimed when the old store-building came down. A 
sizable pile of the unused scrap is still left. Planks and window frames, 
thick sheets of roof-tin propped on a stripling tree, seeming to imperil 
the western half of the rabbits. From the day Grandpa locked his doors- 
his retirement speeded by [the growth of the shiny new chain super- 
markets in Summit-he never called the place "the store" again, but only 
!be store-building, as if to say he was the store. I recall that he was. 
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Seen from the back, the pen and hutches look even worse [than they 
c?o from the ldtchen window. They are scarred by rust and borers and 
drnted by msarauding dogs. They are clogged with drifts of pine straw, 
n-hich outline them like some dark new kind of snow. They are the one 
.vord Grandmother has for them, "'rough," but they are his pride. 

He has said on more than one occasion he had rather squat amongst 
!is leghorns and rabbits than eat dinner with the Governor. (Or the 

.'resident, who he sometimes interposes when the Governor's fortunes 
nre low.)' His own house is ranch-style, tan brick, screened breezeways. 
111 .a concession to Grandmother, he maintains; prize for the countless 
nickels she helped squeeze during the store years. He would like to be 
squatting here now, in the clean sour scent of the droppings, watching 
the sun go down, a haze of gold motes ringing the fine hens' heads. He 
has been in bed most of a month. 

"These bushes will start dying back before long," I say to Gabe. 
Still, though, you be careful walking." 

'%-C-Can . . ." he says. "Can . . ." 
The wisp of a rarely recurring stutter is mine too, passed down 

intact. 
"Clan I go on from here? Just me?" 
It's a joyous thing to walk up red-cheeked from the m'aw of the 

ildemess, to come raw into their overheated living room and their 
lock surprise: "Well looky now, done corn here all by hisself!" 

"Sure," I tell him. "Don't stay too long, OK?" 

In the night the hare ground has spewed up into crystals as brittle 
7s rock candy. They collapse under our shoes like sand, and the angle 
of the sun this early makes the frost dazzle and dance at the edges of 
your vision, following you, the whitest sequins. If you quit walking or 
:rmk straight a t  the brilliance, the dazzle stops too. 

Gabe whistles, or tries to. He only puffs white fog into the clear 
lir. The ~ a t h  is his now. He is a three-weck veteran of it, most times 
mming alone. 

The 'brown sack I'm carrying clanks to mark our w a l h g .  A few 
xealed Mason jars from our full cupboard, summer's plenty. Lori made 
:'!e selection and bagged them for me to bring. It is a gift, apparently 
n honor of the first killing-frost, and more for cheerfulness of colors 
ian food value. Stewed tomatoes-wildly, acidly red. Pickled yellow 
--npers. Furry okra. 

Something about the whole panorama is eerie and slightly unreal, 
>is time of morning. It must be the bare trees, letting through so much 
naccustomed sky on all sides-blue, b l u c t h a t  makes distances seem 
1 keep expanding even while you. watch. Blink, and there's a smokiness 
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about it. Again, and it's vivid as blown glass. What is it from my child- 
hood, some movie or book, about a procession over the ice to see a man 
who's dead or dying? Or I may have created it just now. 

I'm looking too hard. Because there is-will b e a  lot of explaining 
to do. To Gabe. And before long. I ought to be beginning. 

Be beginning, be beginning to despair. A poem by Hopkins, isn't it? 
Castoff bits 'and pieces of wisdom come easy enough to my mind, when 
we're alone in the quiet. I need more than that. 

I need an inspired full-length narrative, illustrated with reddening 
leaves, handfuls of rich rotting soil, .a cocoon or two. 

There are cycles, see? Things grow, and change, and finally get OM: 
and die. And then they all go back to the earth, to help the new ones 
grow. So nothings lost. 

Nope. 
It plays good in your head, nights, staring into the fie,  But out 

here in the bright and cold and real, somehow it doesn't come off. 
"Hey, watch!" and suddenly Gabe's arms are out like a circus 

aerialist. With one, two, three deft steps he is across the creek, and 
waiting to see if I can do the same. 

That's when I notice the inlproviscd footlog he's put up. Not a log 
really, but a peeling whitewashed two-by-six from Grandpa's scrap 
lumber, a piece of the old building. 

"Did you ask?" are the first words to my mind, though beneath them 
I'm wanting to praise his ingenuity. "Did you 'ask if you could have the 
plank?" 

The indignant martyred glare he gives me reminds me instantly 
that I needn't have asked. I should have known whose idea it was. 

"He said a boy is liable to catch pneumonia," Gabe explains, and 
I mouth the words silently from memoly. Gabe must have misjudged 
his jumping aim one day, and Grandpa saw the soaked shoe and began 
his favorite work-worrying. My father used to say there was no one 
in the world better a t  it. 

Grandp,a was-is-burly and rough-skinned and has never pam- 
pered himself in many things. Before selling groceries he mined coal, 
farmed, raised broiler hens for market. He "dug hard" 'and never backed 
away from anyone. But he has lost more sleep than any man alive over 
children. Not just his own, but everybody's. Each night a new scenario 
of tragedy gets in his head, and he .can't sleep until he plots out how he'll 
combat it. 

Being the &st and last grandson, and living so near, I often felt 
like the children of Israel must have. An unseen hand watched over me, 
~ x v e d  my way (unseen because he went on most of his corrective binges 
.:.? dz\m. while we still slept). He cut a wide swath through a sea of red 
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sagegrass I played in, so any snakes or evil men would stand exposed; he 
plucked up every rusty nail and shard of glass for acres, before my 
unsuspecting foot could h d  it. He preached that cold air, to a child, 
is lethal. The pleasantly cool September I went off to &st grade, he 
devised for Grandmother to sew my sweater on me each day-little 
stitches in between the buttons-so I could never sneak out of it, be- 
cause . . . 

A bmj is liable to catch pneumonia. 
He seems to have mellowed a great deal-to prescribe just a footlog 

now for Gabe, and not to oversee the installation himself. 
Gabe looks to have forgiven me for asking about the plank. I-Ie 

hounds ahead, then back, and asks if he can cany the jars a while. I let 
him. He takes out the one with tomatoes and holds it up judiciously to 
the harsh sun. 

"I'm gonna get to help," he says, "with his garden next spring. He 
said I could." 

He's not . . . flashes through me, quick like anger, but I manage to 
say nothing. We go on. 

'Yon can help too, if you want," Gabe ,tells me, as an afterthought. 
Whenever I have visited them these past few weeks, usually on my 

way home from work, they have had glossy seed catalogs spread out, 
floor and table, a garden in themselves, as if he reads them now from 
dawn to dusk. He has asked me to bring him library books on tree- 
grafting. He plans to start a fruit orchard next season too, at the edge 
of his yard where Gabe's path-the old way-begins. 

Sure, he is sitting up more now, says he feels better. His face is 
pinkened from the sickroom gray it was. But the doctors say such is all 
predictable-and all illusory. One man tells us January, at best. Another 
says early March. 

He insists all of then? mare wrong. 
Lately I leave his house with a strange taste in my month. Half of 

me is glad for any comfort he can find now, any vice, since he has always 
allowed himself so few. But at the same time I realize it isn't like him, 
isn't like him, to fool himself or anyone else with futile optimism. Hope 
azainst hope for a while, and there is a glory there. Too long, and it 
cheapens, becomes partway cruel. 

For someone so fanatically protective of my boyhood hide, he never 
cave special treaiment to my feelings. He never held much h c k  with 
qanta Claus--called him "a lie, is all"-and said even a boy deserved to 
:w talked straight to. Even if it meant a few hard knocks at times. 

So when Asa Few, the church treasurer, left town it was Grandpa 
who told me how much he'd got and whose wife he left with. He was 
-.:imed, he said, but it was a thing I should know. 
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When I was seven or so, and Grandmother disappeared for a week, 
it was Grandpa who finally solved the mystery for me. Sitting on the tall 
counter stools, each of us nursing a Coke with ice in it, he said to me, 
"What they're doing is taking out her woman parts," and I nodded grave- 
ly as I supped, swelling so with pride at his respect of me as an equal 
that for a minute I couldn't swallow the fizz. 

Neither, by his judgment, was much of anything too rough for my 
innocent eyes. So I got to watch the executions of a hundred suffering 
stray dogs, over the years. And when our own spaniel Old Rust, got the 
tremors, I watched him end them. 

That's why it pains me to spend time with him now. Such graceful 
lying, slick as seedbook covers, isn't like him. 

So when Gabe says, "I can tote 'em fine now," and scurries ahead 
of me up the frozen dirt-bank to the yard, I only have to think a moment 
before I turn and head home. 

Not much is moving. Last night brought our first thick snow in 
years, and since daylight nothing but a power company truck has passed 
the road, slowly, tire chains dinging the pavement. My own job is thirty 
miles of winding road away. I've already phoned and given myself a 
holiday. 

Lon is spending her time indoors baking homemade breaa and 
Gabe is helping. I can smell it here, three rooms distant, as I look out 
the window. Have the woods never been so frighteningly bare until this 
year, or have I just not had the time nor turn of mind to notice? 

Whichever, I can see all the way to Bee Jarman's shack this morning, 
almost half a mile away, the one black tarpaper blot on a hill as cottony 
as a greeting card. A spume of gray smoke hangs over the roof. Bee cuts 
pulpwood. Or did, until he hurt his back. He collects old automobile tires 
too, for reasons he's never said, but with the white crust leveling it now 
the ugly pile in his yard looks almost ornamental. At most times of the 
year I forget we have neighbors so close. Now I wish they were more 
the neighborly type than they are, more the kind who are there when 
you need them, without making a show of it. 

At night we only heat our bedrooms, trying to save gas, so this win- 
dow has a thin icing on the inside and outside too. It blurs things a little. 
My feet are cold. Apparently Lori guesses that I am "frogged up" again, 
as she puts it, or else she would be calling me out by now. It's not too 
di5cult a guess, considering. 

\!'e've had words all week, which is ordinarily not like us. The 
armiments have been under lots of different guises, but we both know 
n-!!zt it comes down to--her soft-soap, blue sky theory of: child-raising 
versus my insistence on the facts. 
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Tell him something now, if it's wrong, is the way I see it. He needs 
to know. She says the knocks are hard enough without us pushing. That 
the time, whenever that is, iv soon enough. 

It's my fault, really, to let the game go on this long. 
Through the walls I hear the mused slam of the front door. In a 

minute Gabe comes by the window, bundled tightly in his coat and 
carrying a paper sack. Hot bread, no doubt. Though he is looking down 
intent a t  his feet kicking puffs of the dry snow, he glances up at me as 
he passes-a look half curious, half scornful. I admit I have been no joy 
to anybody lately, including myself. 

We make no sign that we have seen each other. By scraping a little 
of the glaze from the middle pane I can follow his progress now, down 
the hill and past our forsaken garden with its white-capped scarecrow, 
through the thicket and to the bluff before the creek. By now he is a small 
dark sure-footed dot. 

He is running now, waving. He has seen something. Past him, across 
the creek, is a darker shape, a man, walking steadily despite something 
heavy hoisted on his shoulder. Gabe waits, this side of the snowy foot- 
log. The man kicks it away in a whirl of flakes, and plants in its place 
the wide slab of roofing tin, a sturdy bridge. Two glad steps and Gabe 
is over it. He is hidden for a moment in the bigger shape, before they 
both are gone. 

* * * 

GRANDFATHER 

My grandfather was born on the plains of Russia; 
When he was ten, they put him on a horse, bareback, 
With two coins pressed between his knees and the horse. 
They kicked the horse, Grandfather cantered around; 
He came hack with the coins in place, 
And they hired him as a cowboy. 
When he was twenty-five he became head cowboy; 
It took him three days to ride from one side of the estate 
To the other. There were towns, manor houses, flour mills, 
Saw mills, a railroad ninning through, 
And Grandfather worked for the nobleman who owned it all. 
He would load the cattle on the cars, 
Take them to fairs, sell them, bring the money back. 
The nobleman married about the time Grandfather 
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Became head of the cattle operation 
To a beautiful princess, big black eyes, vivacious, 
Long black hair, daredevil rider, whom the Count adored. 
She died suddenly of pneumonia, the Count went to pieces, 
Took off on a European trip, came back 
With two sisters from Berlin, babes 
With whom he lived, drank, played cards. 
At two or three in the morning Grandfather 
Would go to the cemetery, pick up the drunken Count 
Who was crying on his wife's grave, 
Undress him and put him to bed. 
And this went on for several years 
Till Grandfather came to the United States 
About the turn of the century. 
I can remember Grandfather checking the New York Times 
Every day, after the Russian Revolution, 
To see if his Count had made it to Paris 
Where the Russian aristocracy flocked, 
Those who were able to escape. 

About the start of the Second War, 
My Grandmother died, Grandfather moved to Atlantic City, 
The Ventnor Area, then relatively quiet, 
Took a small apartmenf had few friends. 
He was past eighty, well over six feet, 
Lean as he had been years before, black from the sun, 
For he would walk miles on the beach, alone on 
That deserted beach in the winters 
And through the crowded summer beaches: 
How many light miles away he was from those 
Summer vacationers, how far from the plains of Russia in the '90s 
To the Ventnor beaches of the 1940s. 
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I N  THE SNOW 
SONDRA SPA= OLSEN 

One Thursday evening in February, George Mitsky lay on his bed, 
staring out the window, admiring his view of the frozen Hudson. In the 
mist the other aparhnent houses on Riverside Drive were wholly invisi- 
ble. He might be alone in Elsinore. 

George stretched himself contentedly and congratulated himself 
once more for finding this princely apartment-so isolated, so close to 
the woods and hills, yet convenient to the highway and to midtown. 
And so reasonable, with such good service. Right now steam heat filled 
the enormous high-ceilinged room; he was wearing his white tennis 
shorts and a trim blue shirt. It might almost he summer and the ice and 
frozen birds a calendar scene. George smiled and reached for the tele- 
phone, humming a little folk tune as he dialed. 

"Hello, is this Simone?" He was dXident, his words a bit slurred. 
"This is George, you remember, from Saturday evening?" 

"Why, George, hellol" He recognized Simone's voice instantly. How 
surprised he had been when that deep voice emerged from her little 
body. At the party she had worn rufnes and bangles and tiny shoes 
with ankle straps. Then to hear that deep clear voice, like the 
forest. He had been quite stunned. 

"How did you h o w  where to find me?" She sounded delighted to 
be tracked down. A clever, sophisticated girl, he thought, and not more 
than twenty-two. 

"Tania told me where I could reach you. I wonder," he hesitated, 
his accent growing somewhat thicker. "It's such a beautiful evening. Can 
you take a walk?" 

"A walk?" He clearly heard dismay. "Why it's 20 degrees!" 
George chuckled. "But that's the best time for walking. The night is 

so peaceful. All the muggers are indoors. We could dress warmly; you 
could wear your fur hat. I t  might even snow-think how good it would 
he." 

"How do you know I have a fur hat?" 
T saw you leave the party. It's charming." 
"Oh, George, I would like to see you. But a walk is just too frighten- 

ing. I'm not a very outdoorsy person; I'd much rather stay in by the fire 
and have a drink." 

6' . I m  so sony," George's voice was mournful, but he ignored her 
suggestion about the drink. 9 wish I could persuade you. We Eastern 
Europeans have strange tastes, I suppose. Perhaps another time when 
it's not so cold-say 40 degrees." 

Simone laughed. "Say 45." 

[451 
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T m  glad I got you in, anyway. You won't reconsider? 
"I'm afraid not." Did he hear regret in her voice? Perhaps not. She 

was a charmer, although sadly flat-chested. Next time, he hoped, she 
would accept his invitation no matter how unpredictable the time or 
place. 

"Enjoy your drink by the fire, Simone. Youll be like a nice little 
mole in its burrow in the woods." 

"And you're the hunter out in the snow. Be careful-don't get frost- 
bite. Goodbye." 

George turned over on his pillow and stared at the untidy stack of 
books a t  his bedside. He made a face at his briefcase bulging with blue- 
books, paperbacks, learned journals, limp leather volumes from the Co- 
lumbia University library. I cany them about like holy ikons, he thought. 
But when will I read them? How lucky he was, after all, not to have 
classes tomorrow. That made Thursday night a high holiday-an early 
start on the weekend. But on Sunday he would surely spend the day at 
the library. Not in the reading room this week; he knew too many people. 
In the deep dark stacks where it was quiet. 

His travel clock, ticking cosily on the German dictionary, said five to 
seven. Lydia had promised to call about the demonstration in the park. 
If she did, he would see her. He thought he would have a snack in the 
meantime and perhaps read a little Robespierre. Bounding up, he slipped 
his feet into small brown-thonged sandals and put on the radio. It was 
time for the news. 

Carrying his radio, George slipped down the long hall to the kitchen 
and stood in front of the open refrigerator, musing on his supper. In the 
starving days of his childhood, George had vowed to keep an icebox 
just like this one, bulging with paper bags full of treats and waxpapered 
tidbits. After long deliberation he settled on half a pink grapefruit, a 
little mound of gooseliver pate left over from Tuesday, a smidge ofi Lie- 
derlcranz double-wrapped, a hunk of black bread and sweet butter, cole 
slaw, a few Malaga grapes, honey, dates, cheriy preserves and an Eng- 
lish mn5n. With a small strainer and some Russian leaves, he deftly 
made tea. He was in the midst of eating his banquet with excellent ap- 
petite when the telephone rang in the bedroom. Slender legs flashing, 
he raced down the hall, licking his fingers as he ran. 

"Hi! It's Lydia." She was ebullient. "I've got sixteen faculty signed 
up already, the entire biology department, twenty students and nine 
cars." 

"Lydia, you must be spending all your time on this!" 
"No, not all. I'm happy to do it." 
'You're worth more than the whole committee." He kissed his fingers 

into the telephone and with a stub of pencil noted down the figures on 
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an envelope. "Look," he cried impetuously. "Are you busy now? If.-:'-? 
you like to come up here for a little late supper?" 

"I'd love to, George, but it's starting to snow . . . ." 
"Is it? Marvelous! I'll pick you up." 
"But George--" Her voice was breathy and girlish, a surpririn~ cnn- 

trast to her fleshy figure. Yet she was certainly younger than he v-?<. 
probably not more than thirty-five. Lacking exercise, that's all: ti:? 
breathiness, asthma? "It's awful driving, George. I hate to have you mrp 

out and all the way downtown. And I know you always work on :-nlir 
dissertation on Thursday nights." 

'No eouble, none a t  all. You deserve a reward for all your work. 
I11 be there in forty minutes." 

1 'You know, we could stay at my place," Lydia suggested dsdently. 

I 

"Susan has gone to Philadelphia." 
"Not on your life. I want you here. And don't forget to pack your 

toothbrush." 
Lydia murmured into the telephone, something incoherent which he 

didn't catch. 
George prided himself on his phenomenal dressing time: three 

minutes to shower, three minutes to shave. Snatching off his shower cap, 
he paused for one minute at the steamy mirror with his electric tooth- 
brush. Then, one minute to get into comfortable slacks and sweater, half 
a minute for his sturdy boots. A second to smooth out the bed. He 
shrugged his compact body into the sheepskinlined suede coat his friends 
in Hungary had sent; too expensive looking for a part-time college teach- 
er, Lydia had said. Then he wound a muffler around his neck, clamped 
on his Cossack hat, and shaking his keys with a lighthearted jingle, he 
stepped briskly toward the door. 

In the hallway he ran into Jack Flynn and his black dog. Jack was 
an obese fellow with a giant toothbrush moustache and ruddy drinker's 

1 skin. "Hello Jack, hello Frisby," George called, touching his hat in salute. 
'Great night for a walk." 

"How are you, George? Haven't seen you around lately. You aren't 
going for a walk now?" 

"No-drive--can I drop you somewhere?" 
"Frisby isn't interested in a ride." 
In the elevator Frisby frisked around George's boots. "Did you see 

the posters? Are you coming to the demonstration Sunday?" George 
asked, patting Frisby and smiling up a t  Jack. 

"I don't think so. I agree the park should be closed to traffic, but 
I'm not khe demonstration-type," said Jack. 

"Don't you think you ought to make some noise, Jack?" George said 1 Mterly, his smile dying. "Shonldn't you show you're alive? Make a 
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squeak now and then? Do you think the Nazis would have invaded 
Europe if enough people had protested?" 

Jack seemed cowed by so much energy in so compressed a space. 
I le pressed his back to the elevator wall and gazed mournfully into his 
moustache as if to say, I don't see what Nazis have to do with it. 

For his part, George was sony he had brought up the subject. Jack 
was too slow-moving to be useful, anyway. "If you don't want to march, 
why not send your wife dong with me?" he said mischievously. 

Jack laughed. "That's a great idea. Send her there; improve the 
environment at home." 

They were both laughing as they stepped into the lobby. "If you're 1 
home early, stop by for a dnnk," said Jack jovially. 

"Very well, hut I doubt if I will be. I have some Polish brandy 
that's really murder. I'll bring it round next time." 

"Nice to see you-" They parted with enthusiastic handshakes as 
Jack and Frisby turned toward the back door. 

Yes, the mist had turned to snow, and it was sticking. The pitiless 
wind from the river felt like needles against his new-shaven skin. As 
George tramped up the hill, he noticed a police car under a street lamp 
at  the end of the street. George hated policeman on principle. "Bas- 
Eards," he thought. "On such a night." In one more moment, perhaps, 
he would have been ticketed for illegal parking. 

Only the night before he had dreamed he was a boy again, but this 
time he was killing police in the Seventh Avenue subway station. He 
had been peering down the staircase on the uptown side and picking 
them off, one by one. Among the shadows they were hard to see. The 
pillars had blurred into blue uniforms, and he had been nervous, sweat- 
ing and trembling. But dreams were funny, unreliable. The German 
soldiers had really been easy to spot against the snow. Hiding in his 
treetop, he had felt quite safe and calm. His hands on the rifle had heen 
steady. 

Another time, a long time ago, George had crouched near the road 
in a ditch full of snow, s stick in his hand. After a long wait, a skinny 
man in a cap came riding by on a bicycle with a newspaper-wrapped 
bundle on the handlebars. From the way the front wheel skittered and 
the man puffed, George knew the bundle was heavy. At just the right 
instant as the bike went by, George scrambled out of the ditch. He 
meant to hit the man on the cap with the stick, but because George was 
so short and weak, his timing was poor. He'd had nothing to eat all day 
but one teaspoon of codliver oil. 

The skinny man cursed and speeded up. George ran one pace 
behind in a purple haze. At last he managed to thrust the stick into the 
back wheel. Luckily, the man hurt his shoulder as the bicycle fell; 
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:eorge grabbed the bundle and ran. He was gasping, his heart pound- 
~ g ,  the newspaper ripping as it slipped from his grasp; smaller parcels 

dropped here and there, slithering under his arm, ripping too. Ily the 
time George was safe in the woods, most of ,the food lay on the snow 
behind him, irretrievable. But there was enough for his family to eat, 
he remembered, for almost a week. 

Lydia was waiting considerately in the lobby of her apartment 
building, leaning against a shabby sofa behind the double doors. The 
'7bby had a stale smell. With her associate professor's salary why did 

.ydia live in this dingy placc? She surely could afford a flat of her own 
1 a better neighborhood. She was mapped in her brown fur coat and 
velvety scad. "The Snow Queen," he murmured as he approached, 

flushed and smiling. She glanced around quickly to see if ,anyone was 
watching before she ducked down her face to be kissed. 

Strange how he had underestimated Lydia a t  first. Though they had 
shared an office since September, he had never looked beyond her 
formidable mask. Students were terrified of her. She always bustled 
into the office, arms full of hooks and papers, trailed by groups of stu- 
dents pleading for higher grades or compl'aining about too rigorous 
exams. She would sit down, push the books to one side, and go through 
each paper with each student, meticulously ticking off mistakes. Such 
nerfectionism annoyed George, beloved by his students for his informal 

nys. Also, she wore a too-tight bra and a girdle; a faint, unattractive 
ulge circled her midriff. 

One day George had peered in through the open door while Lydia 
.as teaching a class, and she had suddenly seemed very vibrant. Rapt 
I concentration, she was listening to some student, eyes shining, mouth 
:laxed; he had grown quite excited. As he had said to Hugo only the 
,eek before, "Why, under that girdle is the sexiest woman in the whole 
:hooll" "The sexiest female medievalist, perhaps," Hugo had replied 
ith a scornful smile. "I hear she gives a scorching lecture on King 
anute." But then, American men had no real appreciation of women. 

In the few moments he had been indoors, the snowfall had thickened. 
he narrow sidestreet lay deserted and suddenly beautiful. Lydia waited 
atiently at the curb while he blushed off the windshield with sweeping 
rakes. "Marvelous evening," he said, lifting his face to the flakes. 
d~arvelous snow." And he leaped over a little mound in the gutter. 
"How are you feeling really, GeorgeYLydia asked as she wiggled 
:r rear into the bucket seat. "Are you still depressed?" 

"No,' he replied crisply. "I'm in a good mood tonight." 
'So I see," she said, looking sidewise and smiling. "Iin glad." 
If  you're referring to my behavior at the party, you must forgive 

e," he answered, bending toward her and covering her with his warm 
lffusing gaze. "I got rebellious." 
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"But I haven't done anything for you to rebel against, have IY' 
"Xo, you haven't, my love, you haven't." He clicked the key into 

the ignition. "It's my nature to flutter around a little; I can't help it. 
Right at the start I told you I was a difficult man." 

"I had a good time. I just thought you seemed tense." 
While she spoke, a figure had loomed out of a nearby doorway a] 

up to the car. In the snow they saw an old man rapping on the windc 
pane. 

Lydia gasped, "Don't open," but George rolled down the window. 
The foul smell of the old man came in on the fresh air. Incredibly, 

he wore no overcoat, only a ragged jacket. "A quarter for me, mister 
* 

'You must be very cold," said George conversationally, "without any 
coat." 

The smeary eyes were dusted with snow. "Please, mister." He bent 
his head down to the window so that their eyes were level. 

George reached in his pocket and put some bills in the cracked hand, 
and the old man ducked his head and backed away into the shadows 
without saying anything more. George rolled the window back up. 

"George, you are generous. He only asked for a quarter." 
George said nothing. He let out the clutch and the little red car 

scraped ,along the trackless street. 
'But you know, he'll only buy liquor with it and freeze to death in 

some alley." 
George did not answer. He was thinking, fingering the delicate 

puckered skin under his eyes, smoothing the hollows below his temples. 
He looked so gloomy ,that Lydia leaned as close to him as her seat belt 
allowed. 

"But it's so like you, George. You have such a tender heart!" 
George turned into Third Avenue and beaded uptown. Tra5c was 

heavier here; the street was slushy and alive with dark darting pedes- 
trians. "No," he said, as the car slipped to a stop at a tr&c light. "That 
money was just insurance. I'll probably be a bum myself one day and 
when I'm out in the cold I hope somebody will give me a few dollars." 

"What an idea. A bum. You, of all people. You're the warmest 
kindest person I've ever met. Most people with your childhood-war 
and hiding out in the forests, living in caves, they would be brutalized . . . 
deadened." 

George put one hand on the back of Lydia's neck. Stupid little 
chipmunk, he thought. He caressed her neck very gently with his finger. 
Then he slipped his hand straight down under the dress and fingered 
her nipple. "Out in the cold," he said sd ly ,  waiting for the light to 
change. "Out in the cold." 
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PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS WITH A NUDE IN A 
WOODED GARDEN 

arching shoulders bent knee slanting head 
form a flower cup 
as she sits on the grass, 
one arm trails like a limb 
rooting into earth 

she takes a tree between her thighs 
arms breasts, showing only 
hands and h e e s  for the picture, 
tease-focusing on what the bark caresses 
(some shoot from behind) 

an insect bites her left butt 
idaming a small splotch like dough, 
no lens kisses it flat 
but pulls the swelling into a glossy surface; 
people cameras and mosquitoes aim differently 

as she bends slightly forward 
her rump is an inverted heart 
blending into a silken back 
vertebrae ripple the sldn 
a story hides somewhere 

like branches in their greenery 
free as the unselfconscious 
she grows into natural shapes, until 
the pile of bildni bra sweater jeans 
reassorts to her body 
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CULTURE KEEPER: 
CHAFZEEN SWANSEA AND THE RED CLAY POETS 

Readers familiar with the development of twentieth-century Ameri- 
can literature know the story behind the emergence of so many of our 
major authors: The beginnings in obscurity; the discouraging conserva- 
tism of established journal editors and publishing houses; the rejection 
slips; the initial recognition in the 'little magazines"; the fist book pub- 
lished by a "small press." This paradigm does not always hold true, of 
course. One thinks of Scott Fitzgerald's immediate success with a &st 
novel (This Side of Paradise) published by a major house (Scribner's). 
Yet for every Fitzgerald there was a Robert Frost or Gertrude Stein or 
Ernest Hemingway who initially found publication only in little maga- 
zines, or who fled to Europe for a hearing, or who paid for the publica- 
tion of his own first book. 

The hero in the shaping of many of these reputations was not always 
just the author. Often unacknowledged and usually unrewarded, the 
editor of the little magazine and the publisher of the small press fre- 
quently were the sustaining forces behind the first literary achievements 
of many foundering authors who would later become giants. From an 
earlier era of this century, one calls the names of Harriet Monroe of 
Poety, Margaret Anderson of The Little Reoiew, and Thomas Mosher 
of Mosher Books. For every new journal or publishing house established, 
a half dozen folded, yet the point is not longevity or hancial success 
but willingness to give unhown authors their say. Artists must have an 
audience. 

The same is true today. Talk to any serious writer, and he will de- 
scribe the difficulties of &ding initial publication and the determination 
needed to maintain faith in his ability-even genius-while suffocating 
in a mailbag of rejection slips. Thus as one praises Monroe, Anderson, 
and Mosher of another era, so one gives thanks today for literary gam- 
blers like James L. Weil (Elizabeth Press, New Rochelle), John and 
Elaine Gill (Crossing Press, Trumansburg, New York), and Charleen 
Swansea (Red Clay Books, Charlotte, N. C.). 

Gambler, confidante, pusher of books and scavenger for funds-in 
shorf a keeper of the culture-all of this describes Charleen Swansea 
and her Red Clay Books, a small press dedicated to providing unestab- 
k h e d  writers with an audience and to persuading established readers 
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to read. Ms. Swansea's success during the past Hteen years has been told 
so many times that the highlights need only he mentioned here: The 
meetings with Ezra Pound while posing as his daughter, the friendships 
with Conrad Aiken and Buclaninster Fuller, the original Red Clay Read- 
er supported in large part by dentists because her father sold false teeth, 
the eye-catching graphics of the hooks, the belief in American letters, 
and, most of alI, her poets. Pound and red clay and dentists and poetry- 
it all smacks of myth. Yet her small press flourishes; her poets provide 
pleasure and provoke thought. 

One of the most impressive is Marion Cannon. Her book, Another 
Light (1974), won the Roanoke-Chowan Award and has already been 
though four printings. Fred ChappeU, who wrote the introduction, is 
precise when he describes the collection as a kind of autobiographical 
novel with death as the shaping force. For these are poems of old age 
and experience written by a woman who has lived long and who most 
of a11 knows. Indeed, the first poem, appropriately titled 'Lesson," dis- 
misses women who cannot accept the inevitable mixture of love, loss, and 
freedom because they refuse to admit that other lights can substitute 
for a departed sun. A recurring thought in Another Light is the necessity 
of knowing one's history and the mandate to define one's present. Only 
a poet who has seen clearly for long years can point to this lesson with 
such assurance. Marion Cannon can lament the deformed spirit when 
one has no past ('The Russian Churches . . .") and the blind eyes when 
one misses the present ("Miss Ann"). Yet "Nothing I see shocks my eyes" 
("Island"). 

The best poems in Another Light are the sequence "Three Score 
and Five" and the short untitled lyrics about the need to balance the 
deaths of loved ones with the inevitability of one's own mortality. Marion 
Cannon looks a t  the all-encompassing darkness which may not yield 
another light, and she rejects the moral of Bryant's "Thanatopsis" to ac- 
cept Dylan Thomas' command not to go gently. She gazes at the end 
and smiles; thus she will plant only ''fragile annuals" next year since she 
dislikes the young trees which will eventually give shade to people she 
will never see. She recalls her long dead husband and does not cry; thus 
she wonders if she is wife or widow. And most of all, she celebrates her 
freedom from family routine and yet laments; thus she weeps not be- 
cause of mortality but because of memory. No one today can remember 
the child she was. These poems are written with grace, wit, and feeling. 
Reading them, I was moved. 

Also concerned with death and loss is Kelly Cheny in Lovers and 
lgnostics (1975). Reading Marion Cannon and Kelly Cheny together 
r like straddling two extremes: Similar subject matter approached from 
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the vastly different perspectives of relative youth and age, relative 
t1?ou=.ht and emotion. Surely the youthful Ms. Cherry has not yet suffered 
the experiences of Ms. Cannon, but the reader finds himself marveling at 
her obsem-ation. How can she know so much? As she explains in a kind 
of epilogue to Lovers and Agnostics, she seeks to speak for both believers 
and doubters, "since all our graves are as silent as sprung clocks." 

In his introduction, Fred Chappell defines Kelly Cheny's poetry as 
intellection as opposed to intellectual. He is correct. She herself writes 
in "On Watching A Young Man Play Tennis" that "The element of mind 
is quite enough for me." One needs only to read "The Bride of Quiet- 
ness" to understand that she writes a poetry of thought. At the risk of 
hyperbole, I creep out on the creaking limb and declare that "The Bride 
of Quietness" is the best poem about mamage that I have read in years. 
Ms. Cherry's use of the traditional ABAB rhyme scheme in quatrains of 
iambic pentameter may be an indirect bow to the classical techniques of 
poetry and even to Catullus whom she translates in this volume. This 
speculation may he wrong, but I nevertheless find myself noting with 
enormous pleasure a contemporary poet combining rhyme and iambic 
pentameter with natural speech rhythms. Both the form m d  subject 
matter of "The Bride of Quietness" send me back to Robert Frost. So 
much is offered in this marvelous poem, especially the poet's insight into 
how the husband attempts to make the wife's "ordinary mind a work of/ 
Art" and how, with the irony of truth, "the artist dies; but what he 
wrought will last/Forever." 

How can we not respond to a poet who writes such lines as 9 saw 
you sing/And munch on your syllables as if they were mushrooms" 
("A Song for Sigmund Freud)  and "the syntax of a sonata/Allows no 
possibility for lying,/Unlike poetry" ("In Memory of Elaine Shaffer"). 
Ms. Cherry's versatility is perhaps best illustrated in a poem too long to 
discuss here, the sequence titled "Benjamin John" in which she drama- 
tizes the self-destructive life of a modem intellectual in an astonishing 
variety of stanza forms, rhyme schemes, and jazz-like rhythms. This is 
tough, confident, and clear poetry. All I can do in a short essay is urge 
you to read it. 

Chuck Sullivan's Vanishing Species (1975) is a freer kind of poetry 
in the sense of largely abjuring the formalities of rhyme, punctuation, 
and traditional rhythm which Kelly Cherry handles so brilliantly. A re- 
ligious intensity informs his lyrics, but, let me hasten to say before some- 
one rejects this book as too solemn, a religious intensity with an offbeat, 
often erotic humor. As Sullivan writes in the title poem, he thrusts 
through a "world I've always been well in." He does not need, he tells 
us, hounding by do-gooders or a priest sermonizing on the gasoline econ- 
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omy of a new car: "Datsun Saves." Suffering the pressure of memory's 
voice, he will he his own confessor as when, for example, he recalls in 
". . . Loyal in the Bond We Share . . ." the death of a college classmate 
he once mocked "for getting too close too Jesusland too far from us." 
How convincing he is when he says in "Novena: For John Berryman" 
that "Even in hlasphemyla poet can pray better than a priest." 

Chuck Sullivan '>rays" extremely well. Surely blasphemy is not an 
issue here. A shimmering, violent, religious tension hones so many of the 
poems that they urge us toward what some readers may call an irreverent 
perspective. Thus Christ becomes the incomparable union-man carpenter 
who perfectly merges tool and craft; Crazy Horse appears on the front 
of a box of Corn Flakes in a stillborn Second Coming; and the Blessed 
Mother is eansformed to a palm reader. Sullivan's poems are not ele- 
gantly finished, perhaps because the often humorous mixture of religion, 
sex, and violence does not encourage elegance. The best poems in Van- 
ishing Species-among them ". . . Loyal in the Bond We Share . . ." and 
"Mother Rose2'-hover on the precarious, the hard, the finally ambiguous 
edge of belief. 

Maria Ingram's Maria (1976) is a totally d8erent kind of poetry. 
The title calk attention to the author herself as the focal point, and the 
cover photograph of the lovely, formally dressed poet smiling barefoot 
in a cornfield suggests the subject matter: These are lyrics about the 
poet's relationships with rural landscapes, with what we often call "the 
country." Written by an author who can successfully mix sophisticated 
metaphor with the knowledge of how country men squat by the oak 
trees and speak of liked to have drowned and "ruint" overalls, these 
poems sing of a way of life unexperienced by most readers of this essay. 
If Chuck Sullivan's religious poems resonate with the ambiguities of 
theological debate, Maria Ingam's swing with the rhythms of family 
revivals and the Old Testament gloom of fundamentalist, rejoicing 
Happy Knob Church. 

Her colloquial lines are convincing in diction, rhythm, and grammar. 
Indeed, one way to read the entire hook is as a repository for sights of 
and sounds from a s h r i n h g  rural lifestyle. How can country men con- 
.time to squat by the oak trees if interstate highways massacre the land? 
Maria Ingram may say in her first poem, 'What I Want Out of Life," 
that she dreams of liquid tapestries, sleek brown cigars, and real gold 
earrings, hut the poem also declares her desire for Bessie Smith m u s i o  
and that is the key. For just as the old folks in the truly fine poem 
"Family Reunion" h o w  that the young people will not cany on the re- 
juvenating yearly ritual of gossip and gospel singing with "country ham 
baskets and chow chow for the Lord," so Ms. Ingram laments and thus 
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56 THE S o m  CAROLINA REVIEW 

preserves in poetry a vanishing way of life. She herself is a keeper of 
culture. Her best poems, then, are not those of different countries and 
foreign peoples but those which connect that formal gown of the cover 
photograph with the fertile rows of the cornfield: "Me, Brought to You 
by Quaker Oats," "Family Reunion," "Song of Miss Morgain Lawford," 
"The Kate of Atlas Dillon," and "Exit Ishmael." 

A similar success with colloquial diction and rhythm, although not 
a poetry of the land, is Grace Freeman's No Costumes or Masks (1975). 
Perhaps the best lmown of the writers discussed here, Ms. Freeman ex- 
plains the title in an epilogue when she says that in 1970 she was "jolted" 
to drop her masks and costumes to write a natural poetry about any hu- 
man experience. She succeeds. These poems tell (not sing) of marriage, 
the threat of cancer, the pain of memory, the loss of love. The free 
ranging speech rhythms are more appropriate than traditional meter 
because Grace Freeman's poetry narrates stories. Shedding her costumes 
and masks, she presents herself to the reader as an experienced person 
sitting down to relate highlights from her own life and imagination- 
both the good and the bad, the laughter and the guilt and how the 
weather was. Surely the oral tradition of poetry is a primary force in 
this volume. It is not just that her poems should be read aloud but that 
I can imagine her reading them to me. 

Only a person with sensitivity and years of experience can write so 
convincingly about the contrast between the awkwardness of initial sex- 
ual clinching and the "deep merging" of mutual love ("The Unbinding"), 
the sheer unimaginable size of a tiny lump in a breast which was just 
moments before fondled in passion ("The Lump"), and the blindness 
of those raised in pastel and white decor so limiting that the color black 
and all of its implications seem strange and otherworldly ("Limited 
Vision" and "The Rope"). Not a single poem in this collection is weak. 
M y  favorites are two about poetry and life: "Endowed Chair" and "Au- 
dience Reaction to Middleaged Lady Poet Reading to Double Study 
Hall on Rainy Friday." The one laments the suffering of a limping, fal- 
tering English professor, victim of a stroke, who once helped struggling 
poets with their limping, faltering prose; the other celebrates the victory 
of poetry over the poet's fear of boring high school students. 

The oral tradition of poetry is also the backbone of Tommy Scott 
Young's Blackblues and Shilwj Songs (1977), the final Red Clay volume 
to be mentioned here. Unlike Grace Freeman's work, however, with its 
eqhas i s  on short narrative poems, Tommy Scott Young's is an incanta- 
tim of black culture, the very rhythms and life sustenance which Ms. 
=repman mourns as having missed during her own pastel and white 
cL:'6hood. Those of us who join her in that loss can read Blackblues and 
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Shiny Sags, for in it Tommy Scott Young fib in the gaps: The legends 
and superstitions, the colloquial diction and grammar, the oral history. 

Many of these poems are untitled, as if they were literal transcrip- 
tions of black dialect without the punctuation and capitalization usually 
expected in poetry. The result is not only a rendering of a specific culture 
but also emphasis upon the rhythm and rhyme to indicate necessary pau- 
ses and to communicate deeply sensed feeling. Some of the visual effects 
of typography seem to me extreme, but the refrains and rhetorical repe- 
titions successfully link this poetry with the venerable tradition of the 
ballad. Mr. Young's poetry should not only be read aloud; it should be 
acted out with singing and gestures. At the risk of lapsing into clich.4, 
I suggest that despite the specific nature of the dialect, Young neverthe- 
less expresses the universals of loneliness, love, fear, and frustration-in 
other words, the st& of human experience. "Ain Gon Ax You Twice," 
one of the best, illustrates with humor and folk wisdom Young's concern 
with love and mutability, matters which touch us all. 

One can only imagine the loss to American letters if Charleen Swan- 
sea had not supported these poets with the small publishing house of 
Red Clay Books. This is not to say that each writer discussed here has 
a chance of developing into a major talent but only to suggest that 
poetry, like all art, is an expression of the imagination which needs an 
audience if it is to find its own level. With energy, enthusiasm, and most 
of all, one suspects, faith in both authors and readers, Charleen Swansea 
joins a distinguished list of editors and publishers whose "little" journals 
and publishing companies give so many artists a 'hearing. Two new books 
are already announced: Love Stories by New Women, an anthology of 
short stories, and Hilda Downer's poems, Bandana Creek, which Ms. 
Swansea tells me is "amazing, the kind of manuscript an editor hopes 
for all her life." For those who cannot read everything, I urge spending 
an evening with the books by KeUy Cherry and Grace Freeman. After 
experiencing poems such as these, what can we be but grateful. 
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THE LAND OF HIS FATHERS: 
PAUL HAMILTON HAYNE AND SOUTH CAROLINA 

Paul Hamilton Hayne was born and reared in Charleston and was 
dwoted to his native city and state, but he was also critical of certain 
aspects of life there. He was especially concerned about the failure of 
Carolinians to appreciate and to respond appropriately to literature as 
an art or profession, sand he nailed from time to time (uswally in letters, 
hut sometimes in print) against this lack of concern and understanding. 
Before the war he even contemplated moving away on one or two occa- 
sions, hut he did not move until his home in Charleston was damaged 
in the war and even lthen he left with deep regret, considered himself an 
"exile," and longed particularly in his last years to return to his "mother 
city and state," even though he h e w  that such a return could only be 
a 'spiritual" one and could only come after his death.1 

In the 1850's Hayne was of two minds about Charleston and South 
Carolina. While in Boston in 1854 to arrange with Ticknor and Fields 
for the publication of his b t  book, he wrote his wife, Mary Middleton 
Michel Hayne, that he felt he was an "alien & sojourner in the land," that 
he was "heartily tired of Boston," and that he longed to "return to the 
S ~ u t h . " ~  But Charleston failed to appreciate his poetry, and when his 
next volume of verse, Sonnets, and Other Poems, appeared there in 1857, 
the sale was disappointing. Hayne expressed himself forthrightly about 
this situation in a letter of August 28, 1859, to Richard Henry Stoddard, 
a New York poet and friend: "In 1857, (of course, at my own expense), 
I published a small book (chiefly of Sonnets), which you were kind 
enough to review only too Eavourably in the 'Home Journal.' Three hun- 
dred copies were issued by Messer. Harper 6* Calvo of this city, more 
than 100 of which, now burden the Shelves of my library. There's en- 
couragement for you!!"3 

'See Hayne's letter of November 14, 1885, to William Ashmead Courtenay 
in the Caurtenay Collection, South Carolinians Library, University of South Caro- 
lina. For pemlission to use this collection and to quote from it, I am grateful to 
E. L. Inabinett, Librarian. Brief discussions of Hayne's attitudes towards Charleston 
and South Carolina may be found in Jay B. Hubbell, The South in Amenencan Litera- 
ture, 1607-1900 (1954), hereinafter referred to as SAL, and Raybum S .  Moore, 
Paul Hamilton Hayne (1972), hereinafter referred to as PHH. 

2See the letters of September IF, 30, and October 27 in the Hayne Papers, 
P e r b  Library, Duke University. Unless otherwise specsed, all letteen cited herein 
are in this collection, and I am grateful, as always, to Dr. Mattie Russell, Curator, 
Slanuscripts, for permission to use this indispensable collection ant1 to quote from it. 

L A  Collection of Hayne Letters, ed. D. M. McKeithan (1944). p. 35. Cited 
:weinafter as Lette~s. 
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Less than two weeks earlier, on August 17, 1859, Ha!ne hit! \vet- 
ten Horatio Woodman, a friend in Boston, that he looked u p w  I'nitm 

and his friends there with "the liveliest feelings of satisfnc6o<' nn:! 

hoped eventually "to settle there with my family." A year later, on .\ri.n:i: 

19, 1860, he was even more forthright: 

. . . I love Boston. Some of the happiest days of my existence were 
spent there. 

As for Charleston, and So. Carolina generally, let me say to 
you, what I shonld not say to almost any other,-that a more un- 
fortunate home for an Artist (whatever his degree!) could not he 
found in the broad circle of Christendom1 

The people are intensely provincial, narrow-minded, and I must 
add--ignorant. Literature they despise. Poeby they look upon a< 
the feeble pastime of minds too effeminate to seek manly employ- 
mentl In one word, they a r e b u t  I haven't the patience to tell >-ou 
what they are! 

Only believe Inel Nothing hut hard, hard necessity could have 
kept me here for so many weary and disgusting years. One thing is 
certain. If the opportunity ever presents itself, I shall take a final 
farewell of the South, and 'pitch my tent' not far from 'Bunker Hill.'+ 

Such statements as those to Mary Hayne and to Woodman are not 
altogether consistent wibh each other, but they aptly illustrate how 
Hayne felt before the war. With the approach of the war, however, he 
fervently espoused secession (as early as 1851 he had written in behalf 
of secession in his contributions to the Palmetto Flag, a short-lived po- 
litical newspaper) and supported his city and state generally with his 
pen and his pocketbook. In the meantime he realized early in the con- 
a c t  that the future of the Confederacy looked doubtful. In a letter of 
February 10, 1862, to Xis wife, Hayne speculated on the prospects of 
the new nation: "If it pleases the eternal Arbiter of events that our be- 
loved country shonld fall, even as Poland fell, let us believe that some 
great design, we cannot understand, underlies the visitation. So extreme 
a result, I need hardly say, I don't apprehend for a moment. Still, let us 
calmly, bravely prepare for any contingency." Despite his gloom, he 
remained steadfast in his support until the end. 

Hayne's long poem, "My Mother-Land" (1862), expresses well his 
sentiments about Carolina, its history and its cause. 

4Both letters are printed in the P~oceedings of the Mnssachusetts Historical 
Society, L N  (January, 1921), 181-84. For similar sentiments expressed at about 
the same time, see Hayne's letters of December 28, 1959, and August 11, 1860, to 
James Russell Lowell in Letters, pp. 99-100, 101. 
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Our course is righteous, and our aims 
are just1 

Behold, we seek 
Not merely to preserve for noble wives 
The virtuous pride of unpolluted lives, 
To shield our daughters from the servile 

hand, 
And leave our sons their heirloom of 

command, 
In generous perpetuity of trust; 
Not only to defend those ancient laws, 
Which Saxon sturdiness and Norman 

h e  
Welded forevermore with freedom's 

cause, 
And handed scathless down from sire to 

sire-- 
Nor yet our grand religion, and our 

Christ, 
Unsoiled by secular hates, or sordid 

harms, 
(Though these had sure s d c e d  
To urge the feeblest Sybarite to arms)- 
But more than all, bccause embracing 

a l l  
Ensuring all, self-government, the 

boon 
Our patriot statesmen strove to win and 

keep, 
From prescient Pinckney and the wise 

Calhoun 
To him, that gallant knight, - 

The youngest champion in the Senate 
hall, 

Who, led and guarded by a luminous 
fate, 

His armor. Courage, and his war-horse, - 
Right, 

Dared through the lists of eloquence to 
sweep 

Against the proud Bois Guilbert of debate!5 

Voems of Paul Hamaton Hayne, Complete Edition (1882), p. BB; unlw 1 
othervise specified, all poems cited herein are from this text. \ 
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And in other poems-"Charleston* (1862), for example, he celebrates 
his native city, the "warrior Queen of Ocean," and exhorts her to +--.I 

6nn when the "war-tornado blows," but, if all fails, he cries: 

Lift the red torch, and light &e fire 
Amid those corpses gory, 

And on thy self-made h e r a l  pyre, 
Pass from the world to glory. (Comp. Ed., p. 72) 

After d e  war, ruined in "fortune & prospects," Hayne went to -4u- 
gusta, found a job on the Conrtitutionalist, bought with the pittance that 
rem~ained of his savings eighteen acres of s 'mh land among the pine 
barrens near Grovetown, and settled 'his small family in "Hayne's Roost," 
a "small white-washed cottage rudely built of unseasoned lumber and 
clap-boards of pine" later to be re-christened "Copse Hill." He regretted 
his departure from Charleston, but he gradually came to realize that his 
new home offered him peace and quiet and an opportunity to concen- 
trate on his work, though his new surroundings did not otherwise pro- 
vide a particularly stimulating context for literature. He was grateful 
that "there was no need for show or humbug of any kind" and that 
"peace reigned supreme," but he missed the old social and literary life 
in Charleston and invited Simms and Timrod to come for visits. Simms 
came during the Christmas season of 1866 and Timrod made two trips 
to Copse Hill in the following year, but +he old way of life had perished 
with the war; and Hayne remained in Georgia for the rest of his life, 
returning to Charleston only on rare occasions to visit Dr. Middleton 
Michel, his brother-in-law, and other relati~es.~ 

Gharleston and South Carolina, nevertheless, remained close to 
Hayne's heart. In the 1870s he composed several poems about South 
Carolina in the Revolutionary period, at least three of which deserve 
mention: "Macdonald's Raid" (1876), a stirring ballad of derring-do 
featuring one of Marion's swamp-fighters; "Charleston Retaken" (1876), 
a lyric celebrating the return of political and military authority to the 
patriots in 1782; and "The Hanging of Black Cudjo" (1876), a dialect 
piece (the only one I 'ave found, by the way) that recounts the courage 
8nd fidelity of a slave who is as loyal in the 1780s as Marse Chan's Sam 
is three generations later. 

But Hayne did not deal merely with the South Carolina of the past. 
He was ever ready to take up issues of his own day. Indeed, as I have 
pointed out elsewhere, Hayne took his position as the representative 
Southern poet seriously and composed laureate-style poems in response 
to regional and national matters of a topical nature (P  H H, p. 133). One 

e This paragraph is based on PHH, pp. 21-22. 
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ni k i ~  n o s t  passionate poems of any kind is "South Carolina to the States 
oi t!ir Xorth" (18i7) ,  a cri de coeur written shortly after the Presidential 
t.'-ction of 1876 that comes from the "very depths" of the poet's soul and 
rrlwafies the "Awful burden" of the "Wrongs done his State": I 

I lift these hands with iron fetters banded: ! 
Beneath the scornful sunlight and cold stars 

I rear my once imperial forehead b m d e d  
By alien shame's immedioable scars; 

1 
I 

Like some pale captive, shunned by all the nations, 
I crouch unpitied, quivering and apart- 

Laden with countless woes and desolations, 
The life-blood freezing sound a broken heart! 

I 
There towers a judgment-seat beyond our seeing: 

There lives a Judge, whom none oan bribe or blind; 
Before whose dread decree, your spirit fleeing, 

May reap the whirlwind, having seen the wind: 
I, in that day of justice, fierce and torrid, 

When blood-your blood--outpours like poisoned 
wine, 

Pointing to these clzained limbs, this blasted forehead, 
May mock your ruin, as ye mocked at mine! I 

In this piece, Hayne wrote Bayard Taylor, the Pennsylvania poet and 
translator of Goethe, on March 31, 1877, "I have personified my unfortu- 
nate Stute, and put into her mouth, the burning words every So. Caro- 
linian has passionately longed to utter ever since 'Reconshuction.' 
Grant's policy has made of the South an Ireland in political & moral dis- 
content, & the very 'abomination of desolation' phy~ically."~ 

Nor did Hayne conhe  himself merely to political issues of his time. 
He also took up other South Carolina topics with alacrity, as in the case 
of the endeavor of the Simms Memorial Fund to provide for Hayne's 

7 The Cowespondence of Bayard Taylor and Paul Hamilton Hm~ns, ed. Charles 
M (1945), p. 88; hereinafter referred to as Corres. Taylor and Hawe. The poem 
was composed in November, 1876, and published in the Augusta Constitutionalist 
early in the following January. Hayne subsequently inclosed a copy of the lyric in a 
letter of April 6, 1877, to Oliver Wendell Holmes and commented: T h e  political 
Imc embodies the passionate protest of my unfortuaate compatriots, touching the 
monstrous tyranny of the Grant administration, which until 4 days ago we feared 
might be perpetuated. . . ." Holmes responded on April 11: "I could not call up 
the images which your poem pictured in words the intensity of which showed 
how deep the feeling which prompted them without a thrill of sympathy and an 
aching of regret that my fellow countrymen of your proud record and sensitive race 
should be doomed to such sdering. . . ." Hayne's letter and a copy of Holmesb 
may both be found in Perkins Library. 
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old friend a suitable monument in Charleston. Called a "monody," in 
this case a long irregular ode in rhyme, the tribute to Simms was de- 
livered before a large audience at the Charleston Academy of Music on 
December 13, 1877, and extolled Sirnms's example in the midst lof ad- 
versity as the best a "noble people" had to offer. "All that he was, all 
that he owned, we know/Was lavished freely on one sacred shrine,/ The 
shrine of home and country!" Throughout his life Simms's "one glorious 
goal" was to see 

His country stripped of every filthy weed 
Of &me imputed; in thought, word and deed, 
A noble people, none would dare despise 

In their unsullied Palingenesis, 
(Which he with blissful awe, 

And all a poet's prescient faith foresaw;) 
A noble people, o'er their subject-lands 
Ruling with constant hearts and stainless bands; 
Their feet planted as McGregor's were, 
Deep in the herbage of their native sod, 
And every honest forehead free to rear 

A front umquelled by fear, 
Untouched by same, unfurrowed by despair,- 
High in man's sisht, or bowed alone to Godl 

The speaker in the monody is an ''exile," obviously I-Iayne &self, 
who, in addition to paying homage to Simms, celebrates his old home, 
"the loveliest land that smiles beneath the sky," a sentiment frequently 
repeated in subsequent poems. 

Outside my exile's home, borne to and fro, 
I hear the inarticulate murmurs flow 
Of the faint wind-tides breathing like a sea; 
When, in clear vision, softly dawns on me, 
(As if in contrast with yon slow decay), 
The loveliest land that smiles beneath the sky, 
The coast-land of our Western Italy. . . 

Despite these expressions of affection for his native land, Hayne 
continued in the 1870s to feel that the response in Charleston or South 

8Two years later at the unveiling of the Simms bust in Charleston, Hayne, 
who was there, wrote his wife on June 12, 1879, about the ceremony: "It was a 
truly impressive ceremonial. Met eueybody (almost) there; and was greeted in a 
oew gratifying fashion. Indeed, the Charlestonions would have lionized me this 
time, had circumstances & my own will permitted. 
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Czolka  to his literary work or reputation was inadequate or erratic at 
he:t He complained on occasion to Margaret Junkin Preston, the Vir- 
rinia poet, and other friends about his poor reception in Carolina. He 
ohen-ed to Mrs. Preston on January 18, 1873, that some members of 
his own family in Charleston considered a literary career beneath a 
Hayne. These relatives, he acknowledged, regarded him 

half contemptuously, as a 'wool gathering,' 
unpractical, impecunious visionary who has 
somehow broken faith with his family traditions 
-for you must know that the Haynes pride 
themselves upon what they call their 'clear 
common sense'-which means, briefly, their 
blindness to all the fair world of imagination 
& the graces of the highest spiritual culture. 

One lady of this family, writing to another 
lady--connected with the family by marriage, 
rebuked the latter for complaining that her 
eldest son showed no literary turn; and said, 
"so far from complaining, my Dear! you ought to 
be thankful! Only look at Paul, for example, 
(meaning your hnmble servant), and see what has 
come of poetry, literature, & such stuff." What 
these final words mean, except that I am poor 
now & not likely to become a Croesus in the future 
by any renbal toils of mine, I can't well divinela 

Two years later Hayne developed the same general theme in a letter 
of June 16, 1875, to Bayard Taylor: 

Alackl almost all my readers are found North of the Potomac. 
Here, at the South, all matters appertaining to Art, seem in a 

worse condition than ever beforewhich is saying a vast deal! Why, 
from my native City of Charleston, I b d  that they h a v e ,  with 
tremendous effort-succeeded in ordering just 15 copies (!I) of my 
voll [The Mountaim of the Lovers, 18751 There's an illustration of 
the 'Mountain, & the mouse' for you1 Encouraging isn't it? And here 

9 In a letter to Mrs. Preston written two days earlier Hayne bad broadened the 
score of his characterization: "Touching the Southern Public, and those who from 
places of practical t ~ ~ t  and toil, lead, generally, its opinions-we artists-may as 
well make up our minds to receive nothing-unless it be contumely, and a thinly- 
veiled contempt." Parts of these two letters to Mrs. Preston are quoted in SAL, p. 752. 
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I am, chained, fettered; with no prospect of even break!-~ -. 
bonds.1° 

His disappointment and notwithstanding, some of I . .  ;; 
course, quite natural in view t,. LLLG ,6c,~eral political and economic c:...- 
ation after tho war ,and of his own personal circumstances, Hayne -2- 

tinued in his work to express a genuine loyalty and devotion to the land 
of his fathers. In the 1880s he wrote two long poems-"Sesqui-Centen- 
nial Ode" (1883) and "Poem" on Charleston's centennial (1883)-anc! 
a lengthy essay in three parts-"Ante-Bellum Charleston" (1885)-that 
demonstrate clearly his views and feelings. 

The "Sesqui-Centennial Ode" commemorates the "Foundation of the 
Colony of Georgia, in the Settlement of Savannah" (Hayne often refers 
to it as the "Savannah ode") and is a tribute to Oglethorpe, "Our 
Founder and our Sovereign-Lord," to Tomo-Chi-Chi, the Yamacraw 
chief a n d  "Our Western forest's noblest denizen," to Savannah, "this 
fair City, where apart/ Beat the &st life-pulse of our Georgia's heart," 
and to Georgia itself, the poet's "Second Mother" and "brave Pro- 
tectress." But, in the midst of the apostrophe to Georgia where the "sad- 
dened exile's" "smitten Life" has found surcease, the lyric's speaker (once 
again Hayne in his own voice) acknowledges his love for South Caro- 
lina, his "Mother-Land, first, h t  belwed," a country ''struck down by 
hands of aliens,''. "robbed by the hireling Hound," "scourged by the 
Boor and throttled by the Slave."" 

10 Corres. Taylor and Hayne, p. 71. Three years later on March 13, 1878, Taylor 
himself took up the topic: 

Son of the South as you are, I must tell you that the South is no home for a 
horn poet. It will be 50 or 100 years before Literature can take root in your 
soil. The very feelings and interests which make you the most Southern are 
just those which impede the growth of true Art among you. Don't be offended1 
-God knows, I write this in sorrow. And I don't mean you, persomlly, hut 
your public: this you will take for granted. The readers are here at the North. 
You have opened your heart to me, and I feel free to wlite to you as frankly as 
if we were blowing a cloud together. (p. 104) 
llThe "Sesqui-Centennial Ode" appeared in the Saoannah Morning News, 

February 13, 1883, and was published in pamphlet form in 1885 by John Morton 
& Company in LouisviUe. It was not collected during IIayne's lifetime, but it was 
included by William Hamilton Hayne in his proposed edition of his father's "Last 
Poems," the manuscript of which may now he found in Perkins Library. AU citations 
herein are to this text. 

The immediate rcce~ltion of the poem was heartwarming, and Hayne wrote 
Mn. Preston on February 27 that the ode was a "great success." "Would,' he con- 
tinued elatedly, "that I had leisure and strength to inform you of all the appreciation 
I read, so grateful to nty w,itit, because it came from my own People11 Why, they 
could not have paid me greater honor, had I been Tennyson (11)" Moreover, the 
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The poem in honor of the centennial of Charleston's incorporation 
as a city is another laureate statement and was written at the request of 
W. A. Courtenay, mayor of Charleston and an old friend of Hayne's.12 
Celebrating the city's qualities of character in a quick &sum& of its his- 
tory and concluding with a peroration on the ],and of lost content, the 
lyric is an outburst of patriotism and nostalgia and a farewell to his old 
home. The theme, as he wrote Mrs. Preston on August 23, 1883, is "the 
constancy and martyr-like courage of my native city by the sea." During 
the Revolution Charleston is "a stainless Maid of ocean" who later be- 
comes a "Queen," a "new Athene" whose "will" and "sheer endeavor" 
cannot prevail against "Power too strong to fail" in the second revolu- 
tion (the Civil War), but who survives its aftermath (Reconstruction) 
because a 'Hero" (Wade Hampton) rushes "to her side" and her soul 
cannot be ,touched by "degradation." The last stanzas form an apostro- 
phe-similar to that to Georgia in "Sesqui-Centennial Ode"-to the city 
of the poet's past, and fiayne once more speaks in his own voice: 

XVI. 
Quaint City of my youth, farewell1 no more 

these eyes may quiver, 
Dazed by the glint of surf and sail on 

flickering bar or river, 
No more these weary limbs may own the soul's 

imperious order, 
To bear me where the sun-caps flash beyond 

thy billowy border! 

Sesqui-Centermid committee paid Hayne $500.00 for the poem, the largest sum he 
ever received for any composition. 

For further discussion of the ode, see Claud B. Green, "Charles Colcock Jones. 
Jr. and Paul Hamilton Hayne," in Georgians in Profile: H?-storical Essws in H o w  
of Ellis Merton C o u k  ed Horace Montgomery (1958), pp. 249-55 and PHH, pp. 
140-42. 

12 The poem was read by Dr. Middleton Michel, HaynePs brother-in-law, during 
appropriate ceremonies in Charleston on August 14, 1883, and an account of the 
occasion appeared in the Courier on the same day. Hayne himself was not able to be 
present, but within a month he received the thanks of both Mayor and City Council 
and subsequently a centennial medal of gold "suitably mounted and inscribed." 
The lyric was not collected by Hayne dwing his lifetime, but it was included in 1 
William Hamilton HayneS proposed edition of his fathefs ''Last Poems," the text 
of which is used herein as a basis for all citations. For further discussion of the poem, 
see PHH, pp. 14445. 
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1' 

I still 
n 

A n r l  ' 

XVIl 
? City of my youth, farewell1 . . . 
Nhen safe from midday riot 
d by the slumberous star that sways h-1 
otus-land of quiet, 
shall see thro' half- s thy 

noonlight beauty b, 
hear St. Michael's L .,..-..,, bells ma.. 

tides of dreaming! lown the : 

Charlest01 "Ant, 
views of his home town: 

closed lid 
earning, 
ndln...J 

1" (1885), in many ma>.s. 7:-r I:? I ! ? - . ~ ' s  

Charleston, the Charleston of ante-bellrrm t i n s  mt -rcn!v 
one of the most picturesque places in Amefia  i. i i  ?ir.::-y:e 
still, although with a more active a d  busy m p ~ !  .irn - i  -:-I: !>r 
the brave city has risen like a phoenix from t ' . ~  zc' -i a-I: 2nd 
desolation. The scars of a terrible siege are bei-z rr-.':- '-': . - l t d :  
ruin has given place to prosperity, and many a m-:-%:: a%:- 'bkm 
to blossom like the rose! 

ler literah 
:en the co .. . . .. 

In concentratincr on Charlestons past, Ha!- !&s -!TI ?a de- 
fend the citfs con to literature, thou& k~ 2'?-i!1 tjere were 
"comparatively fen ma1 authon" avm:lh'?. -?.n what then?" 
he asks. 

Is there no 0th ue  than that u.hlch '\~-reaks itself upon ex- 
pression' betwe ven of pub!lshei. books-no other culture 
than that embodied in .R?SS.' and pfintert' 'mu)-'? 

The literathurs [sic] and scho!an of the Old South bestowed 
lavishly the wealth of their talents and acquirements-the latter, 
as I have intimated, being often of the highest order, as the result 
of laborious study at Gottingen, Heidelberg, Edinboro', and various 
other centers of European education, upon the society which they 
led, molded, and adorned. ( P  196) 

Hugh Swintou Legar6 and Robert Y. Hayne are prime examples of such 
'literatkws and scholars," but Hayne's treatment of their careers and 
contributions is actually a prelude to a full-scale discussion of William 
Gilmore Simms in part two. 

Southem Bieouuc, n. s. I (September, 18851, 193. The article was continued 
in the October issue (pp. 257-68) and concluded in the November number (pp. 
327-36). Quoted passages are hereinafter cited by pagination only. 
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Sketching Simms's literary career and pointing out his strengths and 
weaknesses, Hayne also notes the difficulties faced by his old fiiend at 
home. "Mildly ridiculed" by the "scholars and critics of Charleston," 
Simms, Hayne observes, was "for a long time . . . less appreciated in his 
native city than elsewhere" (p. 266), the implication being that Charles- 
tonian~ at least had failed to appreciate Simms and his work adequately. 
Nevertheless, Hayne neither stresses nor develops this point, but rather 
views Simms generally in the context of the defense Hayne had made in 
the first article of "matters pertaining to ante-bellum literary and intel- 
lectual enlightenment" throughout the South. 

The last iilstallment deals even more positively with the group of 
writers and intellectuals (including Siinms) that found John Russell's 
bookstore a convenient place to meet for discussion and talk. Such a 
center of intellectual exchange was possible, Hayne implies, because the 
city supplied the abnosphere and nurture for it, an implication clearly 
borne out in his valedictory at the end: 

I, her poet and her son, here in the sheltering arms of my be- 
loved adopted mother Georgia, can not but thrill at the thought of 
the trne mother that bore mel 

She may sometimes seem cold to her children; yet hers is only 
the coldness of Hecla which cam'es beneath its surface a heart of 
deathless flame. 

Oh! Queen! oh! madre im.periole, when the sunset has faded, 
and the twilight gone, and the night descended, wilt thou not call 
the wearied exile home? 

He would fain sleep within the sound of thy waters, under the 
shadow of thy immemorial oaks, near the sacred dust of his fathers1 

( P  336) 

Such an appeal, embodying such love and loyalty, could hardly fail 
to go unnoticed in Charleston, but after Hayne died at Copse Hill in 
July, 1886, Augusta claimed him and quickly provided a burial place in 
Magnolia Cemetery and means for a suitable monument to honor him; 
and all subsequent efforts to have the poet's body returned to his native 
city went for naught. Consequently, Hayne's last resting place remains 
to this date in the good red earth of his "adopted mother Georgia," 
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IN BLANCO COUNTY 
Down here now 
summer's burnt skeins 
stand, old grasses abundant and 
dead. The form of life's 
absence, windrattled, 
everywhere. The people 
get old and desperate 
just looking at it 
and are proud 
c4 their own stubborn 
lives. To the west, 
the rain rnns out 
and nothing else 
is going to grow. 
When the last dirty branch dies, 
splitting in the hard winds, 
old folks will 
think twice about 
going on, 
and go on. 
They have a special 
way of complaining, 
habitual inward, hopeless. 
More than anything, 
each wants you to h o w  
that his eves are \vide open, 
that life, if nothing else, 
is someth~ng he knows. 
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REVIEWS 
:h-? Said, Orientahn. New York: Pantheon, 1978, 368 pp. $15. 

To assess Ed-d Said's a m u n t  of "Orientalism," we must first understand 
&st i e  means by the term. "Orientalism," Said earplains in his Introduction, refers 
t, ' .ss\.rral  things, all of them, in my opinion, interdependent" (p. 2). The 6rst is 
"Wentalism" as an academic field of study; it was begun in the late eighteenth and 
ear!? nineteenth centuries by French and English scholars, acquired a special vom- 
bulary and set of doctrines, and rapidly hardened into a method for imposing its 
tcms on the Orient that it claimed to be studying "obiectively." But Orientalism is 
more than an academic discipline. I t  is also, Said argues, "a style of thought based 
upon an ontological and epistemological distinction made between 'the Orient' and 
(most of the time) 'the Occident'." Writers as different as Aeschylus, Dante, and 
hlarx a s m e  a sharp distinction between East and West, and use it as a ''shrtiug 
point" for literary, historical, and other kinds of texts. Said's third meaning of 
Orientalism relates t h e  "academic" and "imaginative" ones. Orientalism is the 
corporate institution for dealing with the Orient--dealing with it by making state- 
ments about it, authorizing views of it, describing it, by teaching if settling it, 
ruling over it: in short, Orientalism as a Western style for dominating, restmcturln& 
and having authority over the Orient" (p. 3). Borrowing from the theoretical 
writings of Michel Foucault, Said describes Orientalism as a linguistic and institu- 
tional order that enables the West to -01-and even to "produce" (p. 9)-the 
Went. Orfentalim, then, sees Orientalist discourse as a means of exercising power, 
as a form of mastery and domination. In a rich and provocative way, Said m e y s  
the history of Orientalism, in all its inter-related meanings, and he exposes the 
dangers of failing to perceive (and be responsible for) the social, political and 
ethical implications of scholarly work and traditio 

Orientalism is the product of an agile and pa Uigence, attuned to the 
most advanced work of continental theorists, incl :ault and Jacques Der- 
rida; and Said's skiUful deployment of theoretir~ LG.YI. a d  methods gives his 
book a special End of interest for literary critics and historians. But Orfentabin 

I. 
In his Introduction, Said examines the rem.~r.nws ulternal consistency" of 

Orientalism. For hundreds of years, Orientalism bas interpreted and judged the 
Orient according to its assumptions about what the Orient must be i l k d e s p i t e  
the lack of correspondence between the Orientalist's terms and the "rear Orient 
(p. 5). Perhaps the most important of these assumptions is that the Orient cannot 
"represent" itself. I t  cannot, that is, speak in its own voice, articulating its derdrer. 
values, ideals, but needs the Orientalist to speak for it. Said's first chapter, "The 
Scope of Orientalism," touches on a range of Oriental "representations." From 
Arthur James Balfour and Lord Cromer to Henry Kissinger, Western diplomats and 
policy-makers have felt obliged to speak for the Orient. It is not the case, Said 
observes, that these men invoke Orientalist assumptiom about a backward, depraved, 
uninformed Orient to justify a colonialism that already exists (for example, in the 
Middle East). Rather, the terms of Orientalism justify colonial exploitation Tn 
advance" (p. 39); because the Orient "is" backward, the West has a duty, even 

[701 

I 

is also of special interest, I think, because it reveals Said's ambivalent feelings 
about the advanced methods that he uses so well and appears to esteem so highly. 
As his book progresses, he depends in crucial ways on currently influential theorists, 
yet he also commits himself to values that these th ,essly disallow. 
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a right, to control it, and to force Occidental culture upon it. This first chapter also 
&aces some key events in the history of Orientalism: the Napoleonic invasion in 
1798, the building of the SUPZ Canal (which was opened in 1869), and the growth 
of European societies and periodicals for the study of the Orient. As Said reviews 
the develo~ment of Orientalism, and observes its DemiciouS inhence on contm- 

d in 1909, 
vith racial 
m c - n r d  4 

ht." 
:s," concenl 
augural he . , 

porary social and political thouehk his tone becomes indignant and hitter: 

Arabs, for example, are thoneht of as camel-riding, terroristic, hook-nosed, 
venal kchers whose undeserved aealth is an af£ront to real civilization. Always 
there lurks the assumption that althoueh the Western consumer belongs to a 
numerical minority, he is entitld rifher to m or to expend (or both) the 
majority of the world's recoum. Because he, unlike the Oriental, is a 
tme human being. (p. 105. 

m s ,  Said states, is the legacy of &:e :e . tUdehum&ed  thong 
Said's second chapter, 'Ori?nta!l;t S.mcfnS and Restructnrf trates 

on nineteenth-centmy Or ien tah .  a?a3,znr the work of its ‘'in roes" 
Savestre de Sacy and Ernest Renan. a?! its relation to tne new mterest 
in philology and scientific clasziScaion. Ear-: 3 tie rise of Orieninkm, hvo points 
became clear. The European scbr:i. m:-i rr ?h M of the Orient, explores its 
languages, from a superior positin-: E-:iz. !pr e-ines the Orient in 
order to point out "defects, \irtu~;. !-xr:---mi, ax'. r'lcrtcornin~r in the language. 
the people, the civilization" (p. 142?. .:.-!. m < y .  t;ec vdhxal generahations 
about the people of the Orient are nevc w-. r-. i r~i '~-e  qr;aem'ons of power, exploita- 
tion, and control, but are instead jodr-? a: + ; d \ e .  tWhr.i! pmducts of scientific 
research; "cultural generalization." eq-'?.%: C?:.i. ':xd k p : n  to acquire the armor 
of scientific statement and the am5ie-r- ci m : v e  ctod:-" (p. 149). Even when 
Western scholars, such as Edward W:.: E Lare m? Sir %chard Burton, or writers, 
including Chateauhriand, Lamartine. :,:?-.a:. a d  Flauhrt. travelled to the Orient 
and lived among its people, they F-l?b. :mound to Orientalist assumptions: 
whether you stayed in Europe to ?':e 05ent's texts, or journeyed to the 
Orient as a pilgrim and explorer, y w  re3:n.r: "Or;~ntaiirm" as the one valid language 
for your experience. By the late niwt-7th rrntum, "Or ien tah  was fully for- 
malized into a repeatedly produced r i  :>-!!- (p. 197). 

In his h a 1  chapter, "Orientalim Sow ... Said tracks the history of Orientalism 
from the 1870's to the present Retmdne to one of the themes of his Erst chapter, 
he describes Orientalism's "new x m e  ci aordly mission in the s e ~ c e  of colonialism" 
(p. 205); as the British statesnan Lard Curzon obsemel Oriental studies 
had become "a great Imperial oblieation." Combining i theory and the 
belief in the White man's mbn: wwriority, Orientalis- .-..-I ihe purposes of 
colonialism; and this took place derpite the tenets of English and French "liberal 
culture," which Said ironically porbays as ''full of concern for its vaunted norms 
of catholicity, plurality, and open-mindedness" (p. 254). In a series of penetrating 
analyses, Said reveals Orientalist thinking at work in the writings of Wiuiam Robert- 
son Smith, T. E. Lawence, llaurice Barrk. A. R. Gibb, Louis Massignon, and 
others. Both L a d s  and Lawrence's narratives, Said suggestively remarks, demon- 
strate "the defeat of narrative by vision" (p. 239). The Orientalist embraces "vision" 
--a comprehensive, static account of the Orient-and spurns or resists "nmative"- 
a detailed story that allows for change, disruption, and movement. If, Said argues, 
the Orieutalist presented his text in the form of a true mmative, he would imply 
that the Orient is not alwap the same, a collection of unchanging traits; and, mom 
importantly, he would be forced to concede that his "scientific" vision of a whole 
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people is, in fact, a will-tepower over them---~n attempt, that is, to contain the 
Orient by seeing it exclusively through Western eyes. 

Despite new and sophisticated work in the human sciences, Orientalism is still 
"methodologically and ideologically backward" (p. 261). In the popular press, in 
colleges and universities, in master-works like The Cabridge His- of islmn, the 
dogmas of Orientalism retain their power. These are, according to Said's incisive 
summary, fusf 

the absolute and systematic difference between the Wesf which is rational, 
developed, humane, superior, and the Orient, whicb is aberrsnf undeveloped, 
inferior. Another dogma is that abstractions about the Orient, particularly those 
based on texts representing a 'classical' Oriental civilization, are always pre- 
ferable to direct evidence drawn from modern Oriental realities. A third dogma 
is that the Orient is eternd uniform, and incapable of d e e g  itself; therefore 
it is assumed that a highly generalized and systematic vocabulary for describing 
the Orient from a Western standpoint is inevitable and even scien&cally 
'bbfective." A fourth dogma is that the Orient is at bottom something either 
to be feared (the Yellow Peril, the Mongol hordes, the brown dominions) or 
to be controlled (by pacification, research and development, ouhight occupa- 
tion whenever possible). (pp. 300301) 

Not only do these dogmas provide the terms for Western thought about the Odent; 
as young people from the Orient come to England and America to s ldy,  they 
absorb these dogmas themselves. Perhaps the greatest human tragedy of Orientalism, 
suggests Said, is that "the modem Orient" now 'participates in its own Orientalizing" 
(p. 325). 

11. 
Orientdim is a major piece of critical and ideological analysis. Said's methods 

are subtle and sophisticated, and enable him to deal impressively with a complex, 
challenging topic. But Said's methodological premises also lead him, I think, into 
difficulties. One of these is implicit in his phrase "Oriental realities," whicb occurs 
in his mmmary of Orientdist dogmas. As Said exposes the failings of Orientalism, 
he builds up a need on his reader's part to h o w  what the% is the "real" Orient. 
Said is aware that he has created this expectation, and addresses it late in his book. 
He argues, somewhat surprisingly, that "it is not the thesis of this book to suggest 
that there is such a thing as a real or true Orient (Islam, Arab, or whatever)" (p. 
322). True to his belief in the scholar's power to "constitute" (to shape and be 
responsible for) his field, Said stat- that "the 'Orient' is itself a constituted entity." 
But his claim that he is not arguing for a "real" Orient jars against page after page 
of phrases like %mte reality," "empirical reality," and '%mte everyday reality"; these 
phrases are taken from several pages of Said's Introduction (pp. 5-10), and there 
are many other examples. Said states, on the one hand, that the Orient is always 
"constituted"-it is created and produced by the interpreter; yet he repeatedly 
insists on the presence of Oriental "reality" or "realities:' implying that an Orient 
exists which is not the work of interpreters. Throughout Orientalism, there is an 
ambivalent relatim between Said's personal commibnent (he is an Arab Palestinian 
himself) to the manifestly "real" people of the Orient, and his theoretical tenet 
that all areas of experience and knowledge are "constituted." He upholds, in other 
words, his theoretical belief (which questions the "real"), but also a5rms his 
Oriental sympathies as a real and immediate one. No one would, of course, wish to 
dispute Said's personal stake in his work, yet his terms for it are disallowed by the 
theories that he embraces. 
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In his first chapter, Said mentions the "common human failing to prefer the 
schematic authority of a text to the disorientations of direct encounters with the 
human" (p. 93). But if the scholar is always constituting, creating, shaping what he 
sees, then can he mer engage other men directly, in an m e d i a t e d  encounter? By 
"constituting" his field of study, the scholar necessarily views others through his 
own preconceptions, never directly. This does not mean that all preconceptions and 
representations are equal and that Orientalism should be excused for its vicious 
narrow-mindedness. But it does mean that Said cannot argue, theoretically, for the 
scholar's inevitable shaping of his Cdd. and then invoke, elsewhere in his book, 
terns like "human &ties," ' % i e  encounters," and so on. His theoretical and 
human sympathies are at cnxs-po.po.rs. On one page, he declares that "there is 
no such thing as a delivered preser?~. hat a re-pr~sence, or a representation" (p. 21); 
yet on another one, he complains 53 t  "even in Burton's pmse we are never directly 
giom the Orient" (p. 196). E S ~ d  tmly & h e ;  in his &st point, then he cannot 
make his second one. 

Another ambivalence in On'mtdim i,vo!ves Said's relation to Foucauli's work. 
Said has examined Foucault's "xc??m'w:-r' of E O C ~ ~  and political power on 
several occasions,' and he p a t ! ?  at-r-i Fnrriult's emphasi.; on the importance 
of institutions, the constraints an ?i~.-.:-.-- are  i:rou.!edce. and the structural 'Tor- 
mations" that exist among n,:~'.--; 6 !e+s. Bo: Said sharply differs with 
Foncaolt on the question of the 'ark- : '  "'.'r!:k~ \!ichel Foncadt," he writes, '7 
do believe in the determining imp-?: c! i?<:.?doa! writers upon the otherwise 

. . collective body of texts m t u t i n r  a i r . ? ~ : : - -  r--nstian like Orienhhm" (p. 23). 
Despite the massive presence of 2 p z r x : ' ~  .'ixcurrz, an author does pmsess some 
authority of his own; he fan mate r L - ;  -i ;1.-,~: the structure of 6is texts, and 
produce a difference and dim!accm-1 :: .\.e 6i~cursive system. Because Said 
credits an author with authoritatrr -;--P-. he i t  a3!e to describe Sacy, Renan, and 
Lane as '%uilders of the field" of I-L--: r ! x < ~ .  "creators of a tradition, progenitors 
of the Orientalist b r o t h e r h d  ip. 121 . f :!t Said does not always maintain the 
author's authority, nor does he a?-:-< evres  his difference from Foucault so 
clearly. At several points, he refers to !+- "i--5hbility" with which Orientalist terms 
and assumptions appear in an su!h-r'i !..f r p ,  for example, pp. 69, 96). But if 
the text (or some part of it) mwt "Lmillb!)." be sh-uchued in a certain way, and 
if the order of Orientalist dismw i--:~ an author's writing, then how does an 
author's authority manifest itse1P S&+ zrsem that an author can make influential 
choices, decisions-, that is, m& a profound and meaningful Werence in the 
system by his act of writing; yet a i d  a!.- emphasizes that Orientalism is powerful 
enough to preclude, to rule d, iniirilza! choice. Orientalist texts, he says, 

can create not only knowledge but also the very reality they appear to describe. 
In time such knowledge and waliw produce a tradition, or what Michel 
Foucault calk a discourse, whose material presence or weight, not the originality 
of a given author, is really mpomibie for the texts produced out of it. (p. 94) 

1 See "An Ethics of Language," Diacritics, Summer 1974, 28-37; Beginnings: 
Intention und Msthod (Kew lork: Basic Bwks, 1975), chapter five; and "The 
Problem of Textualitv: Two Exemplw Positions," Critical Inquiry, 4 (1978), 673- 
714. The interested reader should alw, consult "Roads Taken and Not Taken in 
Contemporary Criticism," Contemporary Literatwe, 17 (1976), 32648, and a 
recent inteniew with Said in Diom'fics, Fall 1976, 30-47. For Said's account of an 
Orientalist whose work he admires, see "Raymond Schwab and the Romance of 
Ideas," Doedalus, Winter 1976, 151-67. 
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Now "ksponsibility" is assigned to texts, and the author's authority, which Said 
elsewhere &s, is removed altogether. 

Said is, I think, in a bind that has oy critics and intellectuals today. 
He has learned from and respects the mcault, Derrida, and other wn- 
tinental theorists, yet resists their disp-uI...IY. ~f the individual (the '7'' who 
writes). Said embraces their principles about language, institutions, and discome, 
but balks at accepting their denial of the author's authority and responsibility for 
what he writes. If he agreed that the author lacks authority, then he would risk 
implying that his o m  work (whatever the intensity of his commitment) is self- 
defeating, almost an exercise in futility, because he does not exercise contml over. 
and is not "really responsible" for, his texts. Despite his loyalties to (and borrowings 
from) Foucault and others, Said promotes originality, initiative, personal authority, 
and responsibility. 

A !out the author is 01 

categc his pages refer to '1 
attack the 'human" nature c 
hard i., ....,.. ,ctly what SYI ..."- by the term he uses so ,, ,, .,.,--.,. 
When Foucault and Denida criticize the author, they do so as pas of their 
attempt to displace 'human" categories, which presume that man is the measure 
of all things, and that he occupies a position distinct from the linguistic order. As 
Said's indictment of "humanism" suggests, he appears to agree that we should not 
exalt the 'human," for this turns, all  too easily, into exalting one h d  of '%urnanan 
over another. But in the conclusion to his final chapter, Said proposes &at we 
should adopt 'human freedom and knowledge" as our norm in scholarship; we 
should, he adds, remember that "the study of man in society is based on conmete 
human history and experience"; we should also foster "human community," and 
identify with "human experience" (pp. 327-28). But this is to make a ringing en- 
dorsement of a very problematical kind. I t  depends upon the existence of profoundly 
"real," "directly present," "human" can-precisely the concerns that Said often 
advocates in his book, but that his theoretical premises, as we have seen, prohibit. 
I share Said's desire to af6nn personal authority, responsibility, human community, 
and exchange; but I do not see how Foucault's and Derrida's work allows for them. 
When we '& I so through an act of individual 
tesbinony, becaus ley follow logically from any of 
the iduential be, ry. Foucault and Dertida provide 
Said with powerfur rouls lor mvesoganng a nelu ike Orientalism: but they do not 
offer a hierarchy of values to take its place, and, in fact, their work explicitly 
argues againa displacing one system or hierarchy in favor of a new one. Said 
provides these values for himself, and be is, I believe, to be commended for it- 
even though it con9icts with sentences like this one: "My project has been to 
describe a particular system of ideas, not by any means to displace the system with 
a new one" (p. 325). Here Said aligns himself with Foucault and Demda, and 
joins in their refusal to substitute a new set of values for the old one. His words are 
methodologically precise, but 
of limitation and wealmess. 
would do well to continue o 
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Mark P. 0. Morford and Robert J. Lenardon. Chdcal  Mythology. 2nd ed. New 
York: Longman, 1977. Pp. ni 524; (incl.) 26 ill., 16 geneal. c b ,  6 maps. 
$14.95 (cloth); $7.95 (paper). 

Those teaching classical m:thology on the college level were once seriously 
handicapped for want of an appropriate classroom text. Then in 1971 the problem 
was suddenly resolved with the publication of two superior sulveys of Greek and 
Roman mythology: namely, \fa+ P. 0. Morford and Robert J. Lenardon's 
Chsicnl Mythology and Philip \!a>~rson's Clasricnl Mythology in Litermure, Art, 
and Music ( a  book m ! l y  Si-*:i~!ted by John Wiley & Sons). Admittedly, 
neither work provided anythine an-  %.a a cursory explanation of the views on 
myth set forth by men like Fmd.  June. or Frazer, and the theories of Malinowski, 
Cwirer, Uvi-Straws, and DurnCr'! a - e  irmored entirely. But if judged solely in 
terms of their presentation of Grwk an6 Roman myth, both texts must be deemed 
highly successful in purveyin? a C?~prrho3S?\'e account of classical mythology in a 
systematic and cohesive manner. 

The Morford-Lenadon vol.rw hs m hen mimed in an extensively revised 
second edition that is some 60 pZP5 :;:re: t4m the previous version. Approximately 
two of these additional p a g ~  are i ~ ? p . . I  to an erposition of the theories of 
Malinowski and Uvi-Shans. H-V'P-. ar,one auhine to delve into the deeper 
s imcance  of mythic thought st..:: re&i t -  =- to o&er wm-for example, K K 
Ruthveds monograph M y t h  l a  rn?< L C - 5 :  as vo:ume 33 in \Iethuen's Critical 
Zdiam Series). Other c b e s  in in ! - i . i l - ? - . don  are more substantial. Several 
sections, notably those dealing va%<~ T-ec-~r m? PPMUS. have been rewritten and 
greatly expanded. The story of C L ? ~  2:: P ~ c h e .  which v m  somehow omitted 
from the first edition, is also now iz i  .I?-. Bn! in all !ikelihwd inshctors will be 
most pleased by the addition of a r-.r.>r-&a5m yxide ar part of the general index. . 
One has to turn to its counterpart 12 C:n 2~m&r 05 Edn-ad Tripp's Handbook of 
Classical Muthologu to find an+Ji?r c! c-~narable merit. (Tri~u's handbook is . - -  
published in a cl~thhomd &Em 5;- T??cma< Y. Crowell and as a paperback by 
Meridian Books.) In conbast. the procamcing index to Mayerson's work is 
dif6cult to interpret and offers bnt mi-.in3! assistance to those attempting to cope 
with a particular Greek or Roman name for the first time. 

Although both works endesr-or tn a- the contribution of Greek and Roman 
mythology to the literature, art. n d  rn-~s: of subsequent centuries, each approaches 
the task differently. Mayerson ?iw:~.es the iduence which each myth has 
exerted on post-classical *ten a r t s & ,  and composers immediately after it has 
been presented in the text ahiie \lorf~rd and Lenardon defer the matter until the 
h a 1  two chapters of their no* and thas provide a more synoptic view of the 
topic. Of the two approaches, ila?erson's permits a more detailed coverage. Since 
he introduces his readers to a far grezter number of British and American literary 
works whose themes are derived fmm classical mythology, Mayerson clearly serves 
the interests of the English maim among our students much better than Morford 
and Lenardon do. But most other &dents are likely to find this material distracting 
and many teachers will eventually decide to delete it from their assignments. - 

Mayerson, likewise, offers a far more comprehensive review of the literature of 
classical antiauity--emeciallv, the works of the Greek traeedians. On the other hand. . - . . 
Morford andLenardon have opted for a more limited &wage so as to b e  able 
incorporate a generow sampling of Greek and Roman s m c e  material in prose 
translations by their own hand. Thus, for example, we h d  extensive excerpts from 
the Homeric Hymns, Hemdotus' History, Euripides' Bacchue, and Ovid's Matamor- 
vhoses, as well as innumerable passages oE lesser length from a variety of other 
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darsical sources. Such segments fmm famous literary works furnish welcome relief 
from the siylistic homogeneity of the authors' own text and greatly enliven their p m  
sentation of the mythological material. This innovation on the part of Morford and 
Lenardon is perhaps the most attractive feature of their survey. 

There are also a number of other factors favoring the Morfad-Lanardon text 
For one thing, it is available in paperback format and its competitor is not. For 
another, Morford and Lenardon have seen fit to include far more material on 
Roman myth and legend than has Mayerson, whose coverage is, for all practical 
pmposes, codned to the tales of Aeneas, Romulus and Remus, and Cupid and 
Psyche. Moreover, Morford and Lenardon display an empathy toward such matters 
as Orphism, the Eleusinian Mysteries, and the concept of Ems in Plato's Symposium 
that is rare even among classicists. In  this age of ecumenism, when all religious 
heliefs are supposed to be treated as worthy of credence, there would appear to he 
no reason for not extending this courtesy to the popular religious and philosophic 
myths of classical antiquity. 

It is largely for the reasons suggested above that I favor Morford-Lenardon for 
adoption as a required classroom text. However, owing to Mayerson's greater 
thoroughness, I much prefer using his survey for my own personal reference- 
especially, for the sake of resolving problems pertaining to the events recorded in 
Hmiod's Theogony. Hence, each of these books, along with Tripp's Handbook of 
Chsical Mythology, belongs in the library of every perennial student of Greek and 
Roman myth. Anyone having access to all three works will seldom need to turn 
elsewhere for either fact or fable in the realm of classical mythology. 

VICTOR ANTHONY RUDOWSKI 
C h o n  Universl 

The Diaries of Evelyn Waugh. Edited by Michael Davie. Bo ', B r o w  
1977, 818 pp. $17.50. 

For material that was "not written for publication," as editor Michael &vie 
states, the D i e  of Evelyn Waugh have had a rather eventful history in print 
Extracts were published in London in the Obseroer and the Sunday Times; in the 
United States they were published in Esquire. But, wen before then, these 
diaries were known about. Waugh refers to them repeatedly in his autobiography 
A Little Learning (1984), and Christopher Sykes drew upon them for his biography 
of Waugh. These diaries in their present, and for some years final, form make up a 
very large volume. 

There are altogether six diaries, stretching from 1911, when Waugh was seven 
years old, to 1956, and also a set of 'Irregular Notes," dating from 1960 to 1965, 
the year before the writer's death. The whole, however, is aclually incomplete. 
Portions are missing between summer 1916 and autumn 1919; and at certain 
critical periods (notably that of his first marriage in 1929 and that of his nervous 
disorientation. his so-called 'lunacv." in 1954 which he transformed into fiction in 
The Ordeal of Gilbert Pinfold) ~ a u g h  kept no diary at all. The &st enby he 
\mote has hut two paragraphs, the second of which begins W e  all hate Mr. 
Cooper, our arith master." Waugh's particular talent for phrasing an emotional 
response with pointed deadliness was thus early present. 

Davie lucky  explains his editorial procedures in a general preface. He excised 
some Dassaees from the diaries because thev are libelous: he left some others but. in - - 
them, replaced names with dashes. He also deleted certain passages, "not to protect 
the publishers from libel actions or named persons from offence but the reader fmm 
boredom." In general, he admits to tidying up the text since 'Waugh's spelling was 
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invariably poop and since IT-auch -paid little attention'' to punctuation in the 
diaries. Each diary has a m a r . 2  i nduc t ion  as well as occasional elplanaton 
bridges provided by the di!::. i chronolo~cal table of events in Waugh's :i!e. 
foobotes, and an appen2ix ' ZIP-.--short biographies of principal persons 51- 

+ - s  reader. uring in the text-are oT rr.>r'.: ' .- '- ' 
The editorial appara?x z- ?~'?7!s7.; yet, even so, they are, surprisingly, not 

unfailingly helpful, some i:r-i '.- - 2  d a y  let3 unelucidated. For example, in a 
passage dated 20 Januan. : - y e  .' :;i ic  remarldng on the subject of the forth- 
coming election of the hf.::.- -; 1- *.?. at Oxford. One of the three nominees is 
"an unknown scholar n z r ~ l  Zz:;t- Vho is this person? No footnote tens us; 
he has no reason to be inc'.:'r-i -. -5. zppendix of names; and the index is of w 
help (the only Knight I&t-.i - - ~  r z  Illme Laura, with whom Waugh says that 
he "went . . . to see the F:?::? .!a - painting of . . . prisoners in the dock with a 
background of corpses an-: '.:- .-: '.:::!inpr"). One wonders why Davie did not 

. . 
identify the unknown Ei2 .. .i - z:..: a!l is not so di5cult to trace: he is G. 
Wilson Knight, Shakespea-- 9- -'.c :-I! author of such books as The Wheel of 
Fire. 

Many parts of the drr+ 1- i-!*hug, especially those recounting Waugh's 
activities during the Sew-l '.';-r3? '.'Fir: and many parts disclose the origin or 
source of various episodes a-< I. i=:'"n in Waugh's novels. But one looldng for 
literary information, whe:h~r - .  I-cdote, or critical theory, win be somewhat 
disappointed. WaugYs r ~ ~ v - c .  ' ::.-.!ere in these pages is most often banal or 
dispirited. Tender Is the .S.L ' ' - 7'. . zr "a rather pmr book"; about its author 
he comments, "I had never r ->.-i F 71t.dd's name until after his death, af te~  the 
war, when a film producer r-.-I+*-! .' a! I must have been greatly influenced by 
him." Immediately folloa~ "5- v - t e ~ c e  T h e  American sex-killers-Fiegeral4 
Hemingway were apostate C..:-'!-x.- !!emingway's suicide in 1961 led Waugh to 
reread The Sun Also R i w r  I - 7 : .  as :! is entitled in England), about which he 
makes a singular ohsenation: 1. -11 a revelation to me when it fin? came out- 
the dm& conversations rat'e: ::hn Lie fishing and hullEghting. Rereading I was 
still impressed by the m?trzc ?--' '5r mmsbuction is imperfect. The opening gives 
a full description of Cohn :n a!lmed to no other character. It was clearly 
intended to he the tragedy oi C~hz h r  he Fades away at the end." Waugh refuses, 
that same year, to reviev G d . 2 3  Greeoe's A Bumt-Out Case because "There 5s 
nothing I could write about i: i-<lion? shame one way or the other." Besides, 
"Graham's skill is fading..' For-: (:-r-n. Waugh mentions, "has written an obscene 
book named Looing a b t  &--tic servants." In 192.5 some one lends Waugh 
"a novel by Virginia U'oa!f \x-\-t:cL I reture to helieve is good"; but in 1945 he rereads 
"with immense respect E. \:. F, -~PT' I  Passage to India" Kipling's "artificial&"' 
he Ends "far greater than tha: of b-s ' hadent '  countempomies. 'When 'Omer smote 
'is bloomid lyre2-what ban::--rmm balladist had heard of Homer or lyres?" 
Of his own novels U'augh -!cs very little. The following excerpt dealing with 
Bricleshead Reoisited indicates fairly his methods and his attitudes toward his 
material while composine: Today I finished and despatched Book 111 Chap. I 
(12,000 words)-the mort di6cuit part of the book so far, and in spite of some 
passages of beauty I am not sure of my success. I feel very much the futility of 
describing sexual emotions nithout dmcrihing the sexual act; I should like to give as 
much detail as I have of the meals, to the two coitionswith his wife and Julia It 
would be no more or less obscene than to leave them to the reader's imagination, 
which in this case cannot be as acute as mine. There is a gap in which the 
reader will insert his own sexual habits instead of those of my characters." 
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The last section of the diaries contains a veritable florilegium of Waugh's acerb 
and sharp wit. 'Where are you dying tonight?" 'We are all American at puberty; 
we die French." "Punotuality is the virtue of the bored." 'Those who most reprobate 
and ridicule their fellows . . . were not fathers themselves." Waugh as satirist, 
though several times a father. knew the art of reprobating and ridi&g, and he 
spared not even himself, as a now famous passage in the diary shows: "24 March 
1962 White's. 7 pm. I sit alone in the hall. A member known to me by sight but not 
by name, older than I, of the same build, hut better dressed, said: "Why are you 
alone? 'Because no one wants to speak to me.' 'I can tell you exactly why; because 
you sit there on your arse looking like a stuck pig.' " 

Much of the material in these diaries is footling and, &spite the editor's 
efforts, not infrequently boring. It will little appeal to the general reader; but the 
specialist, the scholar, the student will find it valuable. Although a great novelist 
and an inimitable shrlist, Waugh was not a good diarist: in that capacity he simply 
cannot be compared with Virginia Wwlf, for instance. Coming to Waugh's 
diaries from his novels recalls Basil Seal's comment, in Block Mivchiej, on party- 
going in London after attending a cannibal banquet in Africa at which he had 
eaten a woman cooked in a stew. 'Vyou know," says Basil, "Sm not sure I shouldn't 
find [London ~art iesl  a bit flat after the real thing." 

E. C. B m m  
Unioersity of Georgia 

Robert B. Downs. Books That Changed the South. Chapel Hi4 N. C.: University of 
North Cmlina Press, 1977, 292 pp. $10.95. 
C. Hugh Holman. The Immoderate Part: The Southem Writer Md Histmy. Athens, 
Ga.: University of Georgia Press, 1977, 118 pp. $7.00. 

The serious student of Southern life and thought will not find much that is new 
or rewarding in Books That Changed the South. Beginning with John Smith's 
General Hist& of Virginia, New-England, and the Summer Isles ( (1624) and ending 
with Vam WoodwardS Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (1951) the author very 
competently summarizes and intelligently comments upon twenty-five books that 
d e b  or mirror the South during these past three hundred years. That they did little 
to change the South is admitted in the introduction where Downs writes that "The 
conclusion is inescapable that the times produced the book in nearly every instance." 
The fact that some of these books were scarcely known until years after they were 
written is further proof that they reflected rather than changed the South. 

For the person whose knowledge of the historic South is very limited and 
whose desire is quickly to learn more, this list provides an excellent place to start 
The standard works which would be included on almost anybody's list are them. 
Various periods of Southern history and the varying a s p a  of the Southern ex- 
perience are represented by such volumes as William Byrd's History of the Diuiding 
Line, Thomas Jefferson's Notes on the S t d e  of Virginia, A. B. Longsbeet's Georgia 
Scenes, George W. Cable's Old Creole Days, Beaker T. Washington's Up from 
Slauey, and U. B. Phillips' Life md Labor in the Old South. Representative authors 
are WilIiam Bartram, David Crocketf Famy Kemble, Frederick Douglass, Frederick 
Law Olmstead, Joe1 Chandler Hams, and Thomas Nelson Page. There are other 
writers and other books to complete the list of twenty-five, but these will serve to 
indicate the nature and tenor of the choices made. 

If the reader already familiar with writings about the South begins to search 
for a selection of an author and a title that may seem a bit unusual or Werent he 
will have to be content with John C. Cahoun's A Disquisition on Gouernment, or 
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W. E. B. DuBoids The Sou!* d B M  Frlb. or Thomas Dixon's The Chmmun: An 
Historical Romance of tk Ku C s r  K h .  Each of these works has a greater im- 
portance to a perceptive C > . ? ~ Y ~ -  : of the South than has been generally . .  . 
admitted. Downs did well tc :-t: -a t:m. 

In discussing two oi !:& I-.* I-yxtmt books pmduced in the twentieth 
century about the South. k x  -:-!?-:x!e!y follows and repeats critical views 
which seem l a c k  in the pr--r i' znd sensitivity. By placing one after the 
other his chapter i n  TI? Te;-.- 3!5 .. -.< \I? Tvelve southern& andhis discussion 
of Howard Odum's Sou?Fprr, F j r ~  -. :kr. C'nited St~rtes he rather effectivelv joins 

iimms, Glas 
brilliant a d  

7 . 7  ~ 

quick inba 
have gone 
us. 
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. . 
those who would condemn I+ c -  t - 5  -=ire the other. When he refers to I'll Take 
My Stand as "nostalgia !- ?r.--.r..- : n d "  and quotes with apparent approval 
some of the harsh& c r i 5 c L s  x i - .  :i tl.t hook he i d e n a s  with those who are 
unwilhg to acknowledge ??r ip-*-i.e r- : distinct merits of each. 

 or those unfamiliar .'. - S-.r.lern past who want a duction, 
Bwkr That Changed the S P J ' ~  - -  ' --?, 3 p-e. Others who beyond 
the inkductmy stage e l !  '- i '-r r-, inenhh or interpretatio 

The special relatiah':, i :'- cm'hem novelist with history 18 uxe runrre of the 
1976 Lamar Ledures deli;- L: '.'.'-(---m College by C. Hugh Hohan and here 
expanded into a book m:::-i - : - d w d e  Pmt: The Southern Writer and 
Hibory. Even the cma:  r - z  + -  ' - .-.-,*-.I :.... fiction, whose familiarity with the 
topic may be confined to hi; ' =-.-T '-uc : . d u c e d  to a single representative novel 
by William G b a r e  Simrrimrr< ':..-- C - s e w .  and William Faulkner, will probably 
have concluded that each ao? - ;-wxnpied--some might say obsessed-with 
the meaning of the past and : r .+az:.r that the past has on the present and the 
future. What Hohan has a<:-& :: !.h volume is an excellent analysis and 
synthesis of the reasom a-hy !' : :. ' ~ e .  not only for ! POW, and Faullmer 
hut for all othermajor no\.e!:;? ci '1% South. It is a 1 lievement. 

He begins by discuninc %T tbeoees of histmy wmcn were dominant in the 
.Westem wmld during the r.:reepr.'.: mtury. One was enunciated by Hegel in his 
Phi!msophy of History and , e r i - d  :-.:it- as p-s, a systematic movement thmugh 
the dimenson of time towar4 s ~ c  \ iruely recognizable goal. The other theory set 
forth a view of history as a -3. ooi :he self and was advocated most vigorously by 
Nietzschc writes: ' 7 . e ~  w:r. XietIsche felt, etemal recurrence in the 
universe, ndividnd .ec:-nre, and it denied, except within the individual, 
any patte ..., , ,..,gxessim. o, ary  ;rcxxss." (p. 8 ) .  For Nietz.de, mads significant 
history was w i t h  himself an2 cnt outride. Why and how the South, and especially 
the Southern novelist, embrad. t 5 ~  Eiexelian view of history as proms and how 
the novelist has used this the37 in the writing of his fiction is the matter which 
occupies the reader in the rcmaizinq pages of this work. 

Sir Walter Smtt's d ixm~r r .  C ~ a t  the historical process was singularly effective 
in the construction of novels and romances and the influence of his Waverly Novels 
were particularly pewasive in the South. There were other factors also which helped 
to explain the South's ohsession with history-an agrarian culture with its emphasis 
on family and kinsmen and a strtronely held conviction that somewhere at an earlier 
time there had been a golden age, either in the England from which they had mi- 
grated or in an older and earlier South from which they had been forced to move 
because of the depletion of the soil and other economio factors. There has always 
existed a kind of golden-age primitivism in the conservative Southern mind. As Hol- 
man writes, "The South was larking back to past glories and comparing its present 
unfavorably with a glorious past long before the Civil War." (p. 10). 
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It was the Civil War, however, which divides Southern writers into two 
distinct groups-those who wmte before and those who came afterward. William 
Gilmare Simms, writing before the Civil War, made use of historical fiction about the 
American Revolution in the South to portray a period in Smthem histoly which had 
profound sign5cance he thought for the present and the hhrre. For Simms the 
Revolution was the record of an heroic people's resistance to tyranny and their 
struggle for freedom. 

Fobwing the Civil War and the trauma of Recoustrudioa Southern writerr 
Holman believes, can be divided into two cabgoriesthose who were primarily 
interested in the social change that occurred as a result of the war and those who 
have sought to inquire into the nature of the past, how we can know it, and how 
we can deal with the problems which it has created for us. The first @oup mote 
historical novels which moved very close to the novel of manners and includes such 
novelists as Ellen Glasgow, DuBose Heyward, Stark Young, Allen Tab, Margaret 
Mitchell, and Margaret Walker. In a detailed analysis of Ellen Glasgow's The 
Battle Ground, Hohan shows how effective this form can be when practiced by a 
skilled writer. 

But for the past fifty years the Southem novelist has moved away from both 
the historical novel and thenovel of manners and turned back toward a-new m a n -  
ticism which has involved elaborate exoerimentation with form and techniaue. This 
group is best represented by William F a h e r  in whose works "we consistently 
understand, however hazily, the present in which we find ourselves by inquiring 
back into the pattern of events which created the present" (p. 72). Robert Penn 
Warren and William Stymn are other Southern novelistr who write in this same 
tradition. 

Ample evidence has been produced to support the conclusion that of the m- 
ordinates of time and space within which events o m  iime becomes for the 
Southern novelist the most important. Holman concludes: "In his concern with 
linear time and with the past in terms of sequence of event, the southern (sic) 
novelist remains essentially in the tradition of Hegelian process, as Scott and his 
successors developed it, and not with the contemporary mythic writers." (p. 100). 
This study of the Southern novel does excediugly well what it set out to do- 
explore the relationship between the Southern uliter and history. 

CLAUD B. GREEN 
C h o n  University 

Rosanne Coggeshall. Hymn for Dwm. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1978, 77 pp 

Hymn for DTI Ill's first bmk, is a single long poem de- 
tailing the movemm (identified usually as "him," a poer and 
teacher) from depLu.o.u.. ru UIsp..Y. is a record of his "losing touch/ Again: 
such notianlessiug quests," written in a language wbich the jacket note of the 
volume says "calls us back to the intensity of feeling and precision of perception 
that twentieth-century society has come to identify as maniacal or immature. It is 
not easy reading, emotionally or intellectually." 

But in fact Hymn is easy reading indeed, for it sounds the familiar theme of 
madness parading as the only sanity in an absurd world. The apparent difficulties 
of Coggeshdl's style-its relimce on baby-talk, its intentional dislocations-e 
recognizable mannerisms. The main question is, does the poet transcend her lan- 
guage, or rather, adhere so intently to its internal logic that she forces it to 
become a vehicle of powerful feeling? The answer, I think, is no. 

. $4.95. 
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For one thing, the in*? !i-i.~-.rr d Hymn's style are almost insuperable. 
Cogg& lacks the inten<'. I. t--. '-- : z a q e  to account. The puns and baby- 
talk hardly ever fom an>- r . m r  .-. ccz r-'tioo. When Coggeshall writes, 

the reader is sorely tempts! '- ?'* 5 s  o m  ttansformationkto paraphrase 
the puns, correct the s)r!3r -:- -- :b sentence. And the language evidently 
gives Coggeshall herself r?-iC =--is, for it holds the narrative down to 

.. ... :native leaps or intuitive associations. a pedestrian chronology nr'-.- -. '* .-  
Hence, at her best C a - ; '  ~ ; - . i :. Far instance, as her protagonist slips 
into a blue funk and reark-. i - ; ;.-.lc. r i e  writes: 

':- c?%* nx.d 
-. 7 :.x: 
x,:;.. !.. :m dip 
. ~ .. >,-'. . - . LTOW . ~ 

: w :-.a s!ip . ~ 

: -! 9 ~ 2 5  

-.*"7"!, '. 
-- . 

::: :.cht 
F;- c: 

q. 
:. zA.? him 
5:,1 -3 beart: 
C,:  deep. 

Even the typography shai~s fr ePr t t .  At other times, Coggeshall is hardly even 
prosaic: 

I?& in hluedom now 
F!e don't Lnow how 
He d e  or worser waIk&taIk 
'.'.''out a word writ down: 
.4 Campy sign 
Fmm other souther way 
v.3ere 

Clearly the fascination of language has replaced the content of that language 
as the poet's main interest. Bot the remlting mannerism, like an assumed Irish 
brogue, hardly elevates common sentiments. Nor does surface di5culty, though a 
reader who has labored aver the book may believe that only an exceptional p m  
could he woah such effort. 

But Hymn is anything but exceptional Its protagonist's experience-unanalyzed 
and u~lotivated ennui-is the ?&d of undiEerentiated wasteland which becomes in- 
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creasingly familiar as the century whimpers to its close. And the poem becomes 
a twentieth-century cliche as it appropriates Christ-imagery--crosses, crowns of 
th-, ashes for Ash Wednesday-for DUI everyday prediment. Hymn's lack of 
serio-ess, as its protagonist wanders through a landscape of abstract horrors and 
remets. is so annarent that even a mention of something substantial is out of place. - .  - - - 
The protagonist, "him," visits a "hard-/Ware sto'," but the store doesn't have what 
*him" is looking for. It 

Don't stoc 3 

So he take d hat 
& leave: d-parr; muugh 
Of nails & chain mail 

Rope & locks & keys. 
He hold a dollar 
So he buy a drink-- 
A softly one in case 
Of selfassault. 

lhis  sudden venture into the everyday light of a hardware store can only be out 
of place in the insubstantial fabric of Hymn. Diaries, even if carried by hardware 
stores, can never be of any real use to " h i d ;  and no serious "selfassault" is likely. 
For the sum of 'hi&" experience is suffering stripped of content, and of such 
experience there is never much to say, except that it is interminable. 

JOHN AGAR 
Va2dosta St. College 

Lieberman, Laurence. Unassigned Frequencies: American Poetry in Reulew 1964-77. 
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1977. 298 pp. $11.95. 

Not since James Dickey's Babel to Byurntium (1968) and Richard Howard's 
A h  with America (1969) have we had anything quite like Larry Lieberman's 
Unasa'gned Frequencies, that is, a major book of reviews and essays by a poet (his 
third volume of w, God's Measurements, is due out of Matmillan in early 
1980). But now, ten years after Dickey and Howard, we have a bwk with a dif- 
ference, not just a gathering of autonomous pieces, but the serious and sensitive 
response of a man to the poetry of his contemporaries. Tbe book, unlike many who 
pretend at it, in fact is well represented in its preface: its plan is implicitly and 
explicitly set forth. First, we see that Lieberman is a critic who respects the long 
view, for instance, in his reference to "Theodore Roethke (who . . . rounded out 
the most prodigiously developed career merican poet who came into 
prominence after World War II)." Sew man is essentially a life-force 
man who celebrates "the rigorous health s for survival exhibited by an 
unfashionably high ratio of the most g-.-.. ,-... of our present generation in 
America, a generation often mistakenly characterized by its handful of suicides." 
Third, he recognizes his own peculiar critical role as poet and reader, both func- 
tions creative and both responsible. It is not too far-fetched to say that Lieberman 
thinks of himself here as working in a new poetic mode, the review-essay, which 
for him requires "a kind of total absorption in the shaping of form and symmetries 
of style." If poetry is the action of an artist on the stuff of life in such a way as 
to make some facsimile of his experience accessible to a reader os eqsrience, then 
Liebeman has, with considerable success, tried to make the reading transaction a 
life-thing, a body-and-soul performance, nothing for the faint heart and slovenly 
will. "No poem," he says, "is worth my time of life that does not so exhaustively 
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challenge me and absorb me s 1 1  c m  a$?!!? into possession of my dream-life. 
I would confine my ardent .iw few authors who command me to 
learn how to read all m-er scr-? . ~ '' 

But this technique 6% -2 L:-'-L~ :O the dubious charge of impres- 
sionism. For instance, he ,:.I.:L~ -iL: -- i z t l  (or resorts to) what sound like 
pushy, romantic self-pmie: -- : :.ad-eyed critical proprieties, persua- 
sive objectivity: the 'kboci~ -.x I- -'re to the purity of being in md'; 
the constant evocation c r  I.-:-,- .:2:-c::tic encounter"; the effusiveness of 
' a  gift thrust upon him 5: . . i -  -5% the irresistible force of a visi- 
tation. . . . I t  shakes him t~ : king."  

That, however, is p m r  .: mch personal (I prefer that tam 
to "'impressionistic") rea6i-:. : -!mat naive conviction untii by the 
time we come to the Ion< r.-d.. : . -.a:,?. we find that "to rediscover exalted 
being, to come again into p - ~ c . r  .i-p. passional self, necessitates a slow, 
step-by-step chain of nee*.: - ?'=mess home of a powerful, ruthless 
shipping away of all ve5:- i > - d  upon us by human society, by 
occasions in a life--mnivt.---~-. ;i - -m.ors--all thme data which the world 
assumes are the lod for -2. - i: n r - i c -  between the private life and the 
public theater that beget u::- . -- - 

I was sometimes fNSt-:.- .: . - -  3::zit. though accurate and persuasive treat- 
ments of Roethke and S e r r e ~ .  i: .- - paucity of women poets (only Garrigue, 
Katherine Hoskins, Josep".:-c ',- ' . L < - A ~  \!iller, and Rukeyser made the grade). 
But perhaps the fact i5 !h! L -2: i? exercising his spontaneity upon the 
random piles of books sent iy Lr,-- -.~>T &!?OR for his perusal, has come naturally 
by his taste, to mdrm u h ~ !  '.'-- -- i'?r:??ssays in the pages of this very issue 
of SCR: ". . . women p x ! r  r :.. -i-:n t b .  mainstream, even if the maiNtream 
of avant-garde poetry h a p p ? ~ ~  ;J v ir. I r%nk it still is, largely a male presewe." 

ROBERT W. IIaL 
ClemPm UnioerW 

Richard Lebeaux. Ymng MQI T b .  .+dent, Mass.: University of h4assachusettn 
Press, 1977, 262 pp. 3125r?. 
Ceorge Hendrick, ed. R m p r i . h  of Concord and the Thoreaus. Letters of 
Horace Homer to IX. C. .A. I x t .  CrSana, Illinois: University of Illinois pless, 
1977, 157 pp. $IO.M). 

Students of Thorean a ~ e  o ! ? d  rewarding but widely dissimilar pempxiives 
on him in t h e  two hook. Fm!-59?- Lebeaux's Young Man Thoreau is an Eriksonian 
study, and as such it %ill 52vt :1 detradms. LebeauxUXs spetuktious do at times 
seem tenuous, the word "mm!.r;wa- does begin to weary the reader, and it does 
seem that in places Lebeacx 3 timing mom than he has bitten off. But Lebeaux's 
familiarity with his subjfft ii i-r.prersive, and it produces excellent discussions of 
Thoreau's rivalry with his hwher John over Ellen Sewall and of the effects of 
John's death on Henry. ?;a a hioer;\phy for beginners but a suggestive work for 
those who h o w  Tboreau --ell. 

Horace Harmeis 1-n to Dr. S. A. Jones present no revelations about the 
Thoreau family, but H m m  had been a pupil in the Thareau school and his obser- 
vations will be of inhes t  to scholan. Hosmer was himself an appealing figure, and 
an engaging sketch emerges here of the spiky personality that wrote these letten. 
Professor Hendrick's discovev of this correspondence in the attic of an Illinois 
home makes an excellent tale in itself. 

muwK DAY 
Clemson University 
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